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ABSTRACT
 
Hong Kong's educational system is presented from its past to its uneertain future
 
as a one-country,two-educational-system arrangement with mainland China,featuring
 
the changes that have happened already and to the possibilities that will arise in the
 
future. This project delves into the areas oflanguage learning stresses on secondary
 
students in posteolonial Hong Kong. It addresses the language anxiety and stress that
 
comes with learning two languages along with the native language,Cantonese. Students'
 
motivation in learning English is covered along with the effect ofcultural values'on
 
learning. The projectthen moves into curriculum development presenting learning
 
strategies combined with cooperative learning techniques.
 
A model ofstudents'learning behaviors is presented,starting with the individual
 
factors that students bring with them to the classroom to the elassroom techniques that are
 
used to teach the students. The outcomes;test performanee,language profieieney,and
 
language enjoyment are presented in this model.
 
A unit on health is introduced that takes the model and puts it into the context of
 
the classroom. This unit shows how the model can be introduced into the classroom
 
setting to provide a learner-friendly environmentfor the student. This unit covers health,
 
fitness, stress,and nutrition and how it affects the students, offering waysto deal with
 
their stresses in a non-threatening environment.
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CHAPTER ONE:INTRODUCTION
 
The Social/Educational Context ofEnglish in HongKong
 
In Hong Kong,there is a new sun rising in the East and it is called "change."
 
There will be many changes stemming from the merger ofHong Kong and Mainland
 
China.Partofthe change will be changes in the educational system as weknow it today.
 
There weretwo different systems in use before the July,1997change in government.
 
Approximately ninety percentofthe schools used the Chinese system,in which the books
 
were in Chinese and the teachers taughtin Cantonese.The other ten percent used the
 
English system which used English textbooks and pedagogy both in English and
 
Cantonese.
 
Since the changeover,classes have been changing to the Chinese system of
 
education,and the Mandarin(Putonghua)dialect has been pushed as an optional third
 
language. All these changes have brought English awayfrom the forefront ofeducation.
 
English will be on the back bumer in mostofthe schools exceptfor the prestigious
 
private schools,in which students will still be taught in English.The dilemma will be
 
how to motivate these students to learn English when the focus is no longer on the
 
English language.
 
The goal ofthis project is to design a curriculum which takes the cultural,social,
 
psychological and philosophical backgrounds ofHong Kong students into consideration,
 
a curriculum which will enhance the methods being used today and instill a desire to
 
learn onthe partofthe students.
 
Description ofthe Classroom
 
TheEFL elassroom in Hong Kong is a crowded homogeneous environment. The
 
Hong Kong Sam Yuk Secondary School where I will be teaching has40to 50 students in
 
each classroom. They are from a variety ofbackgrounds,ofwhich the majority is
 
Cantonese-speaking Chinese. The students in secondary Form 1 to Form6 are from 12to
 
20 years ofage,with both genders represented. The school is a private Christian
 
institution rated ata4/5 band(banding in the secondary level is set by test scores from
 
the primary levelform6 with band 1 to 5 representing the top to bottom scoring).
 
Therefore the students at this school representthe bottom 40% academically in Hong
 
Kong. This presents a variety ofproblemsfor the teacher. The students will have a lot of
 
anxieties abouttheir future and languages in general. They may not be highly motivated,
 
because mostofthem may not be able to get into any ofHong Kong's universities. Their
 
study habits are probably not very refined,which is reflected in their banding.
 
The majority ofclasses are taught in Cantonese with only the English class taught
 
in English. This will make it harder for the students to learn the English language;they
 
have little access to practice outside ofthe classroom because Cantonese is the main
 
language ofthe culture.
 
One ofthe dominant philosophies represented in Hong Kong society is that ofthe
 
Confucius philosophy and background. The Confucian believes that life is a continual
 
lifelong education and ifthe students are from this background,they will be eulturally
 
motivated to learn. The majority ofparents believes in education as a way up the
 
eeonomic ladder ofsuccess and will be supportive ofthe school and its teachers.
 
Hong Kong Background
 
Hong Kong's population is appiroximately98% Chinese. With the advent ofa
 
compulsory nine years ofeducation in 1978,the majority ofstudents have had great
 
difficulty learning through English.Immigrants'children in Hong Kong schools have had
 
a difficulttime adjusting to instructions in English and Cantonese,having been schooled
 
entirely in Mandarin(Putonghua). Many English-medium schools actually teach in
 
Cantonese or in a mixed code. Many officials have soughtto encourage schools to shift
 
from English to the Chinese-medium ofinstruction to take some ofthe pressure offthe
 
students.
 
Another complication is the discussion ofthe relative status ofCantonese vis-a
 
vis Mandarin,the official language ofthe People's Republic ofChina(PRC). Mandarin
 
is to be offered as an examination subject(subjectto be tested for the purpose of
 
academic tracking)from 1998 onwards. Preliminary steps have also been taken to
 
introduce simplified Chinese characters into Hong Kong schools in order to bring
 
Chinese language teaching closer aligned to that ofthe mainland. The current emphasis
 
on developing a greater awareness ofChinese history,culture and national identity will
 
likely lead to a gradual devaluation ofthe role ofEnglish in Hong Kong. The major
 
question in Hong Kong concerns the extentthat it will be possible to have one country
 
with two systems ofeducation.
 
Future in Hong Kong
 
Before I left Hong Kong in July of1997,1 was offered a teaching position in a
 
private high school. This position wasto teach four classes ofEnglish per quarter and to
 
help outin remedial elasses and other areas where possible.Each ofthese classes would
 
have aboutforty to fifty students. The difficulty comes in the form ofthe students
 
themselves.The diversity ofthe students themselves causes a teaching challenge. Most
 
ofthe students comefrom a poor background,economically and also educationally. The
 
cultural diversity ofthe neighborhood comesfrom the fact that Hong Kong itselfis very
 
diverse. There are many immigrants from mainland China and other parts ofthe world
 
who enter schooling with no background in English. Then there are students who grew
 
up in Hong Kong and have afirm grasp ofEnglish grammar butcannot speak a word of
 
English. Add to this a varied background in social and religious beliefs and one comes
 
up with a mixture which is a challenge to teach.
 
The second difficulty comes because I have no knowledge ofChinese(Mandarin
 
or Cantonese). I will be the only native speaker ofEnglish in the whole school. There
 
are only afew teachers who speak both languages. This will affectthe way thatI will be
 
able to teach.
 
Educational Experience
 
Mostofmy previous teaching experience has been at the university level and
 
adult students. I spent the last eighteen months teaching English as a second language in
 
Seoul,Korea. The conversational ability level ofthe students waslow,because all of
 
their learning in English had been in reading and writing and grammar. Students in
 
Korea start learning English in middle school and continue in high school. The national
 
entrance examination into college also tests their English abilities. This test indicates
 
which schools one can enter and whatfields one can major in.Ifone does not score high
 
enough,college is outofthe question. It is commonfor students to take the test several
 
times,trying to get a higher score to get into the college oftheir choice.
 
After graduating from college,English becomes very importantin thejob search.
 
Companies are looking for graduates who were bilingual or even trilingual, with English
 
as their second language. Ifone is able to speak fluent English,one is guaranteed a good
 
future even ifone's major does not fit thejob description.
 
Students who came to my school varied in agefrom eighteen to seventy,with
 
varied language abilities. The classes were limited to twenty students per class. Each
 
class metfor one hour,five daysa week fortwo months at atime.These classes followed
 
a strict schedule ofwhat wasto be covered each day and what wasto be tested each day.
 
My dilemma was to make the material interesting and keep up their interest and
 
motivation. There were six different levels the students had to attain in order to graduate
 
from the institute. Each level had its prerequisite level ofgrammar,vocabulary,
 
comprehension and speaking ability.
 
Even though the emphasis was on speaking ability,my students were required to
 
write letters, make phone calls,interview people and socialize outside their realm of
 
influence. The emphasis wasfor them to be able to communicate on a social level and to
 
participate in the communication ofeveryday life. Interactive conversation was part of
 
each daily lesson plan and instantfeedback on errors helped reinforce each day's lesson.
 
Seven classes a day wasthe average during my stay in Korea;this helped me
 
realize the weaknesses in my teaching methods and methodologies.The background of
 
mostofthe students was in the areas ofgrammar and writing and reading,butthe
 
educational system ofKorea had not prepared them for the cultural shock ofusing a
 
different language,especially a Western language.
 
Importance ofCulture in aNew Language
 
One ofthe lessons I learned from my experience is the importance ofculture in
 
learning a new language. Language has to be putinto contextin order for it to make
 
sense to the listener. Teaching alanguage through direct example and reinforcing it
 
through repetition helps the students fix in their mindsthe lesson that is being taught.
 
When cultural significance is added to a lesson,it helps infuse the lesson with new
 
meaning. Therefore a teacher mustknow as much as possible aboutthe cultural
 
background ofthe students in order to find out what is significant for them. Do they
 
, relate to the language and understand the significance ofwords,phrases and expressions?
 
When language is put into context which relates to the students'own culture,it will help
 
them to remember more vividly whatthey are being taught.
 
Attitudes about Learning
 
In Hong Kong,secondary forms one to six, which follow the British system of
 
education,parallel the Americanjunior high and senior high school. The attitudes and
 
learning practices injunior high are not alwaysthe same as in the senior high. More
 
emphasis must be made to focus students'attention,and teaching methods must be more
 
innovative to hold the attention ofthe students in the lower grades. While in the higher
 
grades,personal attention and productive student-teacher relationships determine the
 
success ofa teacher.
 
Academic tracking,or"banding"ofstudents takes place after testing in primary
 
forms3 and 6. This determines what schools are available to each student. Band 1 to 5
 
(scoring from top to bottom)is whatdetermines students standing in the educational
 
system. The top-scoring students have the first choice ofschools and so on,down to the
 
lowest-scoring students. This system ofbanding students separates them into the
 
"have's" and the "have not's." Because ofthis situation,there is a lot ofcompetition for
 
band 1 and 2schools,but notfor schools in the 4to 5 bands. When students are put in
 
the lower bands it is difficult for them to move up to higher bands or to the better schools.
 
This can be a cause ofanguish for both students and parents.
 
In the lower forms,discipline requires more attention and less emphasis is placed
 
on contentthan in the higher forms.Because ofmy limited experience with younger
 
students,this may become a problem for me in the future,depending on how I decide to
 
handle problem areas. With class sizes in the forty to fifty range,classroom discipline
 
will have to be a priority in order to attain a high level ofstudent achievement.
 
Research Problem
 
The basis for this project comes from my previous experience in teaching EFL
 
students in South Korea. Motivation in keeping students in class and preventing drop
 
outs,other than for personal reasons,became a concern for me.I saw atrend developing
 
within my classes,as well as in the classes ofother teachers in my school. This trend was
 
thatthe dropoutrate increased as the level ofEnglish increased. Language anxiety was
 
another problem,which manifested itselfin the students whenever they were called upon
 
to answer in class. Finding outhow they cope with this stress can result in benefit in the
 
classroom. Finally,1 seek to explore the influence ofculture on the students' learning
 
strategies.
 
Content ofthe Project
 
This project has five parts. The first part has consisted ofan introduction to the
 
origin oflanguage learning stress on secondary students in Hong Kong. The second part
 
reviewsthe literature on language anxiety and stress, motivation and self-esteem,
 
learning strategies geared towards test-taking,cooperative learning as an effective
 
teaching technique,and the effect ofcultural valueson learning.
 
The third part presents a theoretical model and its applications. The fourth part
 
applies the modelto the lessons that are introduced and describes how the theory fits the
 
design ofthe curriculum. The final section proposes an assessmentofthe proposed
 
strategies that are introduced in this project.
 
Significance ofthe Project
 
The variety ofstudents and their experiences and background will offer a
 
challenge in keeping the students motivated in a second language acquisition class.
 
There are many factors involved in the teaching ofEnglish as a second language.
 
The cultural background ofthe students must be taken into consideration when
 
planning a curriculum. What value is placed on education by society and can it be used
 
to motivate the students? With the currentemphasisawayfrom the English language
 
taking place in Hong Kong,it will become more importantfor students to learn English
 
in the English class because the other classes with be strictly in Chinese.
 
Making English interesting enough to hold the attention ofthe students and
 
motivating them to wantto learn is the goal ofthis project. Getting pastthe problems of
 
discipline and communication and being able to communicate the essence ofthe English
 
language is the final goal.
 
Programs setup for the EEL student stress the importance ofteaching skills and
 
competencies that everyone musthave to function effectively in society. Various learning
 
goals and needs must be metin order for a program to be successful. Students mustuse
 
English to improve their employability and to gain employment,improvejob skills,or
 
complete their academic education.Ifwe can focus on the students' needs,then teaching
 
can be more effective.
 
CHAPTERTWO:REVIEW OFTHELITERATURE
 
Language Anxiety and Stress
 
Test Anxiety
 
One ofthe factors thatimpede the success ofschoolchildren is test anxiety. This
 
appears to be very stressful to some children. It is believed that students perform very
 
poorly on examinations ifthey are highly stressed because their attention is divided
 
between the cognitive needs ofthe test and their worry aboutthe consequences oftheir
 
performance. Their doubts abouttheir own abilities can have a negative effect on their
 
performance on tests(Dweck& Wortman,1982). The effects ofexam fear are well
 
known and can be seen in this illustration ofstudents.
 
Asthe examinations approached and as students'anxiety increased,
 
various changes occurred in behavior. Joking increased,and,while
 
students still sought social support and talked a great deal aboutthe
 
examination,they began specifically to avoid people who aroused
 
their anxiety. Stomachaches,asthma,and a generalfeeling of
 
weariness becamecommon complaints,and other psychosomatic
 
symptoms appeared. The use oftranquilizers and sleeping pills
 
became more frequent.(Mechanic,1962,p. 142)
 
Language Anxietv
 
It is known that stress can impair information processing,storage,and recall. The
 
creative process oflanguage production can be blocked by excessive arousal ofthe brain
 
cortex. It is known that creative thinking is most effective atlow levels ofcortical
 
arousal.The free flow ofideas can be stifled by the pressures oftoo much concentration.
 
The painful silence that many individuals experience in foreign language classes can be
 
explained by this phenomenon. The pressure thatcomesfrom being asked to speak in a
 
foreign language can block the creative forces necessary to generate thought and ideas.
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Anxiety is one ofmany areas that are being researched to find relationships to
 
language learning." Currently,increased attention is being given to language learners
 
and their perspectives,motivations,beliefs aboutlanguage learning,learning styles,
 
learning strategies,and language anxieties"(Young,1991,p.426).
 
Recent literature on foreign and second language learning anxiety upholdsthe
 
idea ofan anxiety that is particular to language learning. The literature on language
 
learning anxiety lists at least six potential sources oflanguage anxiety(Young,1991):
 
personal and interpersonal anxieties,learner beliefs aboutlanguage learning,instructor
 
beliefs about language teaching,instructor-learner interactions,classroom procedures,
 
and language testing.
 
These six sources ofpotential anxiety can all be managed to a certain extent,ifthe
 
instructors and students involved are willing identify these sources and examine how
 
anxiety affects the learning process.
 
Krashen(1991)suggests that an individual's degree ofself-esteem is highly
 
related to language anxiety. "The more I think about self-esteem,the more impressed I
 
am with its impact. This is what causes anxiety in a lot ofpeople. People with low self-

esteem worry about whattheir peers think;they are concerned with pleasing others. And
 
that I think has to do a great degree with anxiety"(p. 15).
 
The relationship between ability and anxiety is thatthe lower the student's ability
 
level,the higher the test anxiety.It would seem that students with a self-perceived low-

ability level are the likeliest candidates for language anxiety. There is a theory that
 
anxiety is lower is the studentfeels part ofa group and can share experiences with the
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group. "Krashen posits that anxiety in the language learning context is wrapped up in the
 
phenomenon he refers to as"club membership." He argues that the affective filter is
 
down when you consider yourselfa member ofthe group- - in this context a rnember of
 
the Spanish,French,German"club" or whatever the targetlanguage is"(Young,1996,p.
 
428).
 
While Terrell(1991)suggests that"children acquire their first language and a
 
second language in order to identify and be a member ofthe group that speaks that
 
language and that this strong motivation for identification or assimilation forces them to
 
attend to the input very carefully,so that their output will match the input"(p.423). The
 
affective filter is down when students experience "target language group identification."
 
Whata learner believes aboutlanguage learning is a major contribution to
 
language anxiety. Many language learners express great concern over the correctness of
 
their utterances; place a great deal ofstress on speaking with "an excellent accent";
 
supportthe notion that language learning is translating the language; believe thattwo
 
years is enough time to become fluentin another language;and believe that some people
 
are more able to learn a foreign language than others(Yoimg,1991).
 
Because several ofthese beliefs are unrealistic,they could lead to anxiety.
 
Anxiety manifests itselfwhen students"squirm in their seats,fidget,play with their hair,
 
clothes,or other manipulable object,stutter and stammer as they talk,and generally
 
appearjittery and nervous"(Young,1991,p.429).
 
Obvious manifestations ofanxiety in the foreign or second language classroom
 
smface in other forms:distortion ofsounds,inability to reproduce intonation and rhythm.
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unable to perform when called upon,forgetting words and phrases,refusing to speak,and
 
keeping silent. Language learners may actually be resisting the learning ofthe language.
 
It is suggested that"students are anxious when they avoid trying to convey difficult or
 
personal messages in the foreign language;freeze up in role-play activities;report that
 
they"knew"a certain grammar point but"forgot" it during atest or an oral exercise when
 
many grammar points mustbe remembered;complain ofdifficulties discriminating the
 
sounds and structures ofaforeign language message;confess they know the correct
 
answer on atest but put down the wrong one due to nervousness or carelessness;and
 
over-study without any improvementin grades"(Young,1991,p.430). Journal writing
 
is suggested as a way to recognize their feelings ofinadequacy and change to more
 
realistic expectations.
 
Instructors must be able to recognize the signs when there is too much
 
competition among language learners,because this leads to higher states ofanxiety.
 
"Classroom anxiety includes nervous laughter,avoiding eye contact,joking,short answer
 
responses,avoiding activities in class,coming unprepared to class,acting indifferent,
 
cutting class, putting offtaking the foreign language until the last year,crouching in the
 
lastrow,and avoiding having to speak in the foreign language in class"(Young,1991,p.
 
430).
 
(,
 
Classroom Approaches
 
A common denominator among current foreign language methods or approaches
 
in reducing foreign and second language anxiety is the emphasis on creating alow-

anxiety classroom atmosphere. "One ofthe current challenges in second and foreign
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language learning teaching is to provide students with a learner-centered,low-anxiety
 
classroom environment"(Young,1991,p.426).
 
Instructors need to be sensitive to their role as language teachers to decrease
 
anxieties. "Some current communicative approaches allow the instructor to be seen as
 
more ofa facilitator whose responsibility is to provide students with input and
 
opportunities to communicate in the language in authentic situations with authentic
 
materials"(Young,1991,p.431). "Instructors who had a good sense ofhumor and were
 
friendly,relaxed and patient,who made students feel comfortable,and who encouraged
 
students to speak out were cited as helpful in reducing foreign language class anxiety"
 
(Young,1991,p.432).
 
The mostfrequent suggestion for alleviating language anxiety wasthat students
 
would feel more comfortable ifthe instructor were more like a friend helping to learn,
 
and less like an authority figure making them perform in class. "To decrease anxieties
 
associated with classroom procedures,instructors can do more pairwork,play more
 
games,and tailor their activities to the affective needs ofthe learner"(Horowitz&
 
Young,I99I).
 
Young(1991)suggests that"language anxiety is alleviated when students work in
 
small groups,do pairwork,and experience personalized language instruction. Group
 
work not only addresses the affective concerns ofthe students,it also increases the
 
amountofstudent talk and comprehensible input." In addition,"Examplesof
 
personalized instruction include using pictures to present vocabulary and associating the
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vocabulary with students and objects in class; personalizing grammar;and pairing student
 
to work with another student or other students"(p.433).
 
Kdashen(1991)suggests thatthe best way to reduce language anxiety is to make
 
the message so interesting that students forgetthat it is in another language. According to
 
him,when the teacher drops the book and starts talking about something really important,
 
students listen.
 
Daly(1991)advises us that certain classroom procedures such as: seating students
 
alphabetically,requiring presentations from students such as oral reports and oral
 
readings,and calling on students atrandom fail to respond to the affective needs ofthe
 
learner. These procedures are typical in classrooms with high levels oflanguage anxiety.
 
The main objective in getting rid ofunnecessary anxiety in language learning is to
 
instill in students increased interest and motivation to learn another language and to
 
utilize more effective language learning techniques. "Second language learners
 
experience unnecessary levels ofanxiety and resulting unpleasantemotions and stress as
 
they learn the second language. Our task as foreign and second language teachers is to
 
create an atmosphere in our classes for effective language learning and an attitude in our
 
learners that reflects genuine interest and motivation to leam the language"(Young,
 
1991,p.434).
 
In the field ofspeech communication,there is atendency for people to avoid or
 
even fear oral communication.Rubrics ofstage fright,speech anxiety,communication
 
apprehension,reticence and social anxiety describe the phenomena.Communication
 
apprehension is the fear or anxiety an individual feels about orally communicating.
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Classroom strategies for dealing with apprehensive students include the
 
following:Do not seat students alphabetically,do not require oral performances,do not
 
call on students randomly,and do not punish classroom talk(Horowitz&Young,1991).
 
The fear ofgiving a public speech is the single biggest fear ofthe American
 
people(Bruskin,1973,cited in Horowitz&Young,1991). Situational characteristics
 
such as evaluation,novelty,ambiguity,conspicuousness,and prior history contribute to
 
public speaking anxiety. The fear ofpublic speaking is not the only fear that Americans
 
have,foreign languages have also created anxieties in many learners.
 
For years,scholars have considered the anxiety-provoking potential oflearning a
 
foreign language. Learners have taken defensive stances in coping with aforeign
 
language. Anxiety can affect the communication strategies that students use in
 
language classes. The foreign language learner experiences apprehension,worry,
 
even dread. They have difficulty concentrating,become forgetful,sweaty,and
 
have heart palpitations. They exhibit avoidance behavior such as missing class
 
and postponing homework."(Horowitz&Young,1991,p.29)
 
Two personality variables that are associated with foreign language anxiety are
 
perfectionism and fear ofpublic speaking. Stressful classroom experiences can be
 
considered athird. Prior experience can cause a negative response to the language
 
experience(Horowitz&Young,1991).
 
The role ofthe instructor has a significant role in whether students are relaxed or
 
suffer anxiety in the classroom.The beliefs ofthe instructor and the procedures used in
 
the classroom can be used to enhance or defeatthe learning process.
 
With their limited communication competence,they(second language learners)
 
may have difficulties in relating to others and presenting their own selves
 
adequately.For example,making casual conversation or expressing spontaneous
 
reactions may be difficult,and attempts to do so may result in misunderstanding
 
and laborious efforts to explain. Unlessthey have firm confidence in themselves,
 
they maycome to feel thatthey projecta silly, boring image,and become
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withdrawn. Their sense ofalienation may be increased by the fact that they have
 
to re-Ieam the conventions which surround single daily events,such as eating in a
 
restaurant or approaching an acquaintance. To use two terms commonly applied
 
to this kind ofexperience:they may develop a sense of"reduced personality" and .
 
experience various degrees of"culture shock."(Littlewood,1984,cited in
 
Horowitz&Young,1991)
 
In learner training,learners can focus their attention on the factors that affect their
 
learning and on the process oflearning itselfso that the emphasis is on how to learn
 
rather than on whatto learn. "One ofthe aims oflearner training is to help learners
 
discover the learning strategies that suitthem best so thatthey may become more
 
effective learners and take on more responsibility for their own learning. Strategy
 
training is thus an important part oflearner training. And a broad conception oflearner
 
training should also include dealing with anxiety"(Horowitz&Young,1991,p. 145).
 
Language anxiety and stress has created many problems for learners. This factor
 
has been the topic ofmany studies. Because it is so well known,it mustbe dealt with in
 
order to create a better learning environmentfor the language learner. Being able to
 
identify the causes ofstresses and anxiety can be the first step in overcoming these
 
obstacles.
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Motivation in Learning
 
Motivation
 
A review ofthe literature on the psychology ofmotivation suggests that
 
motivation is a multifaceted concept. Motivation comes in many shapes and sizes and is
 
seen as the driving force in doing many things. In the field ofeducation,the lack of
 
motivation can be seen as a sign offailure.
 
Winner's model ofmotivation is the idea that people seek to explain success and
 
failure events by making attributions to particular causes. Attribution theory thus starts
 
with an examination ofhow individuals explain their past. The theory then attempts to
 
make predictions about how they might react to their future. Causes ofsuccess can be
 
seen as stable or unstable,internal or external and controllable or uncontrollable. "A
 
success attributed to a stable cause is seen as being more likely to re-oecur"(Roger,1998,
 
p.275). This modeltakes the attitude that success has a cause and an affect by things
 
inside and outside a person's proximity ofcontrol. Environmentcan affect ones success
 
and can be predicted from ones past. This model is the one that most Western students
 
relate to when asked about motivation and success.
 
"Covington's self-worth theory links motivation to ideas aboutthe nature ofthe
 
selfin an academic context. In particular,he considers the perception ofa relatively high
 
level ofacademic ability to be central to the possession ofa relatively high level ofself-

esteem"(Roger,1998,p.275). This model seeks to link ability to self-esteem and
 
motivation. These two theories go in different directions in finding the source of
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motivation. This can be compared to Western and Asian approaches to motivation in the
 
educational setting. Two views ofthe same idea come from different backgrounds.
 
Theorists have determined that there is a key difference between task or learning
 
goals on the one hand and ability or ego goals on the other. Task goals are concerned
 
with learning itself. Comparative performance is the focus ofego or ability goals. "A
 
growing body ofresearch supports thattask goals are associated with more effective
 
study and learning habits and thereby can be considered to be motivationally superior"
 
(Roger,1998,p.275). Goals in education maybe the key in producing higher motivation
 
and better learning.
 
Chinese Learner
 
What underlies Asian people's positive attitude towards education,their
 
motivation to achieve,and their willingness to spend mostoftheir free time in the pursuit
 
ofstudy? Traditionally the Chinese culture has placed a high value on education.
 
Modem schooling has been accompanied by changes in attitude but the Chinese people
 
have not discarded traditional pattems ofthinking and action. Education has a special
 
significance in the Confucian tradition that rests upon the Confucian presumption that
 
everyone is educable."By nature men are nearly alike,butthrough experience they grow
 
wide apart"(Lee,1996,p.29). Hence,there is the significance ofenvironment and
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education in the process ofpersonal development.
 
"The conceptthat everyone is educable,everyone can become asage,and
 
everyone is perfectible forms the basic optimism and dynamism towards education in the
 
Confucian tradition. And this explains why education is viewed to be wholly significant
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in such a tradition"(Lee,1996,p. 30). A Confucianist saying that exemplifies the
 
thinking among traditional students today says:"Sincerely putforth your efforts,and
 
finally you will progress. Study until death and do not stop before. For the art ofstudy
 
oecupies the whole oflife; to arrive at its purpose, you cannot stop for an instant. To do
 
that is to be a man;to stop is to be a bird or a beast"(Lee,1996,p. 32). Society's belief
 
that edueational success is important in upward social mobility became a significant
 
driving force for many ordinary people to study hard for a better future. The family
 
ethics ofdeveloping yourfame and glorifying your family created a strong motivation for
 
pursing excellence in education.
 
Education is conceived as important not only for personal development,but also
 
as a movementtoward perfection. Externally,edueation is importantfor upward social
 
mobility, which is believed to be achievable by anyone who aims to do so. The
 
Confucian tradition emphasizes effort, willpower or concentration ofthe mind. There is
 
a strong beliefin attainability by all, depending upon one's effort and willpower.
 
Confueian tradition has influenced many among modem Asian learners.
 
"Numerous studies have drawn attention to the faet that Asian cultures attribute
 
success to effort,and failure to lack ofeffort, whereas Westemers tend to attribute
 
subcess and failure to ability and lack ofability ... Eiong Kong secondary students
 
attribute success to,in order: effort,interest in study,study skill, mood,and only fifth,
 
ability"(Biggs,1996,p.59). The firstfour are more or less controllable;the fifth, which
 
Western students see as mostimportantfor success,is not.
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Chinese students can control their performance by putting in more effort,learning
 
how to study and creating a better mood for learning. Western students believe they
 
cannot control their abilities; they therefore relinquish control oftheir learning. What
 
happens when the task is beyond the abilities ofthe student? It can be devastating for the
 
student involved. There is enormous stress presented by parents and teachers, which has
 
contributed to a higher suicide rate among students in Hong Kong.
 
Collaboration is a feature ofChinese culture. Whenever students have difficulty
 
they seek out other's views and perceptions on how to handle the situation. "In Hong
 
Kong,the cultural supports for learning appear to overtake the classroom structures"
 
(Biggs,1996,p.61). This implies thatthe cultural bias oflearning takes control
 
whenever the situation is more than the classroom strategies can handle. Learning-related
 
factors are initiated in the culture and transmitted through socialization.
 
Asian teachers and students are more task-oriented and students spend more time
 
on tasks and homework than Western students. Teachers are allowed more time on
 
preparation oflessons and have more direct contact with students outside ofthe
 
classroom. "Teacher and student are specifically shown here as sharing learning-related
 
beliefs and values that arise in the general social milieu. In Confucian-heritage cultures
 
(CHC)countries it seems likely that these beliefs, values,and practices lead children to
 
internalize dispositions that enhance teachability or docility"(Biggs,1996,p.61).
 
Western children are generally raised to be assertive,independent,curious,and to explore
 
on their ownterms while Asian children are raised to obey,conform to group norms,and
 
persist in the absence offeedback at essentially boring tasks. Socialization procedures
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have produced "internalized dispositions" that ease children into the world ofschool by
 
makingthem more docile and teachable(Biggs,1996).
 
TheCHCenvironment oflarge classes,external examinations,cold-learning
 
climates and expository teaching hide the componentsthat foster good learning thatis
 
inherent in the culture. ThatCHCstudents are rote-learners is a Western misperception
 
ofrepetitive effort. There is no evidence that they learn by rote any morethan do
 
Western students. "CHC students are subjected to fierce assessmentdemandsin a highly
 
competitive environment,eliciting obviously "surface" motives and strategies, yet
 
typically CHC students operate with less surface,and more deep,approaches than
 
Westerners"(Biggs,1996,p.64).
 
Many studies Ho,1986 and Yong,1988 cited in Lee(1996)discovered that
 
"these Asian students are not only diligent,butthey also have high achievement
 
motivation,invariably they have a high regard for education"(p.25). Research results
 
suggestthat students in Hong Kong and a range ofother Asian countries are more
 
oriented to deep learning and less oriented to surface learning than Australian students at
 
corresponding levels(Marton,DallAlba,&Kum,1996).
 
Culture's Effecton Motivation
 
The differences in motivation amongHong Kong Chinese and American students
 
may depend on the values attached to success. Forthe most part,the Chinese place a
 
particularly strong emphasison academic,educational success and relatively less
 
emphasison career success. The fierce competitionfor university placesamong Chinese
 
students is enormous since only the top20% make it into the universities in HongKong.
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Because ofthis the Chinese students are less certain offinding an education within a
 
university in Hong Kong,while the Americans have greater certainty ofan university
 
education,butthe Chinese are more certain ofa good career once they do obtain a
 
degree.
 
Americans see effort as being more important in determining success and not in
 
determining failure, while the Asian students see effort as a cause ofsuccess and not
 
enough effort as the cause offailure. Chinese students respond more favorably to
 
eommentsthat, positively emphasizes their ability levels. Thisfeedback emphasizesthe
 
Chinese students' beliefin their possession ofeffective study skills(Roger,1998).
 
The importance ofattributing success to strategy or study skills shows that such
 
attributions are associated with aremoval ofguilt,a reduced sense ofshame for being
 
stupid and the developmentofa search for yet better strategies. There is less loss offace
 
when ability is removed and effort is the key to success in learning. "To the
 
Confucianist,education and leaming are always associated with effort"(Lee,1996,p.
 
31). This emphasis on effort as a precursor to success gives students an incentive to try
 
harder to reaeh their goals. Educational goals are always within their reach.
 
Praise is rarely given in Hong Kong classrooms,therefore Chinese students learn
 
to work hard without expeeting much praise for their effort. The Chinese believe that
 
almost anything can be achieved through hard work and effort. In addition,effort as a
 
way ofgaining knowledge has moral value so in that sense it is very important. For the
 
Chinese,effort and ability attributions are more positively correlated. The colleetivist
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Chinese studentthen,is more likely to believe that sufficient effort will ultimately bring
 
rewards(Roger,1998).
 
This type ofthinking suggests that there is a positive motivational orientation
 
towards education among the Chinese students. The Chinese are more oriented towards
 
learning goals and are less concerned with ability or ego goals. Clearly the whole
 
question ofself-concept and self-esteem within the Chinese community with its
 
collectivist culture needs careful consideration in determining the correct manner of
 
motivating students.
 
Chinese students see learning strategies as important causes ofboth success and
 
failure. They are more likely to be dismissive ofthe possible contribution ofbad luck to
 
failure. Chinese students show atendency to rate effort and,even more so,strategy as
 
important causes ofboth success and failure. Indeed the variation in the perceived
 
importance ofstrategy over success and failure conditions between the two cultures is the
 
most striking aspect ofthe cultural differences in education(Roger,1998).
 
For the Chinese,there is a positive correlation with strategy and success. Strategy
 
is the sum cause ofsuccess and a lack ofstrategy as the cause offailure. Within the
 
Chinese culture,there is stress on improvementthrough strategic effort, bringing a
 
growing sense ofself-esteem with success that in turn promotes greater confidence to
 
seek outnew challenges. For the Chinese student,ability is clearly important,butthey
 
see strategies as the key to their successes and failures. Strategy is also largely
 
independent ofself-esteem for the Chinese student.
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A culture's attitudes and values are refleeted in the edueational system maintained
 
by that eulture;so too is the educational system itselfinterpreted and made sense of
 
through the filter provided by the national culture(Roger,1998). Culture is seen as the
 
eollective programming ofthe mind which distinguishes the members ofone groupfrom
 
another.
 
Approaches to Learning
 
"Students undertake learning for a variety ofreasons;those reasons determine
 
how they go abouttheir learning,and how they go about their learning will determine the
 
quality ofthe outcome"(Wong,Lin& Walkins, 1996,p.317). Students use strategies
 
that are eonsistent with their motivation. The combination ofmotive and strategy is
 
called an approaeh to teaming. According to Wong,Lin& Walkin,there are three
 
approaches to learning: surfaee,deep,and aehieving. The surfaee approaeh to learning is
 
based on fear or other extrinsic motivation. This approach is used as a means to an end,
 
such as ajob. The deep approach to learning is based on intrinsic motivation,interest in
 
the subject matter,and the need to satisfy their curiosity aboutthe topic. The strategy is
 
to maximize understanding ofthe subjeet. The achieving approaeh is based on"the ego-

enhancementthat eomes outofvisibly achieving,and in particular through high grades"
 
(p.317). This strategy is to do whatever the students believe is necessary to getthe
 
highest marks possible.
 
There is a high eongraence between motive and strategy in the process of
 
teaming;therefore it is bestto reeognize the strategy that is consistent with that partieular
 
motive. Students tend to use whatever strategies,that are congment with their
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motivations. This is especially associated with higher academic achievement. Therefore
 
students with higher academic aspirations have beenfoimd with strategies that fit their
 
motivations. This finding can be used in the classroom to raise motivations.
 
Learning Processes
 
Wittrock(1977,p. 180)cited in Watkins and Biggs(1996)recognized that"...
 
methodsofteaching should be designed to stimulate studentsto construct meaningfrom
 
their own experience rather than stimulating them to reproduce the knowledge ofothers"
 
(p.4). The way students learn dependson how they perceive the learning task and the
 
learning environment.Teachers need to understand their students'conceptions of
 
learning;thatthe focus oflearning is conceptual change and its facilitation.
 
When students are given a reading,they either go into a surface or deep approach
 
to the task. "Students who are only capable ofconceiving a quantitative conception of
 
learning can only achieve a surface approach to learning,and that awareness ofa
 
qualitative conception oflearning is a necessary but notsufficient condition for the
 
adoption ofa deep-level approach"(Watkins&Biggs,1996,p.6).
 
Table 1 showsthe differences between the strategies andthe motivations that
 
underlie each one. Each approach has its own merits and plays a role in the learning
 
process. The surface approach is known for its superficial learning and lower standards
 
while the deep approach is knownfor its higher motivation and deeper and more genuine
 
interest in learning. The achievement approach is the modelfor the over-achieving
 
student,who is interested inthe highest grades possible. Each approach is used
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depending upon the needs ofthe student. The correlation ofdeep and achieving
 
approaches to academic grades is predictably higher than thatofsurface approach.
 
Scale ofLearning	 Study Process
 
Surface Annroach
 
Surface motivation Motivation is utilitarian; main aim isto gain qualifications
 
at minimum allowable standard
 
Surface strategy Strategy is to reproduce bare essentials often using rote
 
learning
 
Deen Annroach
 
Deep motivation	 Motivation is interest in subject and its related areas
 
Deep strategy	 Strategy is to understand whatis to be learntthrough inter
 
relating ideas and reading widely
 
Achieving Annroach
 
Achievement motivation	 Motivation is to obtain highest possible grades
 
Achievement strategy	 Strategy is to achieve high marksby being a"model"
 
student,e.g.,being punctual,doing extra readings,etc. or
 
whatever else that is needed
 
Table 1.	Descriptions ofscales oflearning processes and study process
 
(Watkins,1996)
 
"Memorizing with prior understanding ofa well-defined topic may bethe only
 
wayto cope with the excessive demands made on Chinese students,in Hong Kong,but
 
may not necessarily lead to surface learning"(Salili, 1996,p.97). Elton and Laurilland,
 
1979 cited in Tang and Biggs(1996)havefound whatappearedto be surface learning
 
amongHongKong students butthe learning wentdeeperthan first realized. Their
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method ofcoping with excessive demands wastoihemorize the notes,which made their
 
understanding ofthe topic that much more. The memorizing reinforced their
 
understanding on the topic.
 
Socialization in the Confucian culture may have given children disposition that
 
can meetthe demandsofthe classroom. Teachers may be instructing in waysthat are
 
more conducive to deep learning than Western eyes can perceive(Tang&Biggs,1996).
 
TheParadox ofthe Asian Learner
 
In HongKong,problems with English asthe language ofinstruction influence
 
many students to leam by rote at least atthe early secondary level(Watkins,1996).
 
"Memorizing,understanding,reflecting and questioning are the basic components of
 
learning. They are inter-related,integrated and should be repeated for further and deeper
 
learning"(Lee,1996,p. 36). The use ofmemorization withinthe learning context is a
 
given in education butthe CHC students use it as atool to reach a higher level oflearning
 
than may at first be apparent. It is clear thatCHC students perform at high cognitive
 
levels in academic tasks. CHC students see themselves as deep-learners as much as
 
Western students,ifhandling the task meaningfully is defined as deep learning.
 
Understandingthe role ofrote learning in the overall scheme oflearning helps us
 
to understand that rote memorization does notalways mean surface learning."Rote"as
 
understood in the dictionary definition is the mere exercise ofmemory without proper
 
understanding of,or reflection upon,the matter in question(Watkins&Biggs,1996).
 
Marton,Dall'Alba&Tse(1996)suggestthat Chinese students leam repetitively
 
in the beliefthat memorization can lead to understanding. Mechanical learning is rote
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learning but studies have shown that there is an aspect ofdeep and surface learning that
 
can be found in the Asian understanding ofrote learning. Memorization leads to a better
 
understanding ofthe subject involved. While memorizing does not create vmderstanding,
 
it is a useful precondition for it to happen. The relationship between learning,
 
memorizing,and understanding stands at the crux ofthe paradox ofthe Asian learner. It
 
is seen that memorizing and understanding are not different in nature. One may come
 
before the other but are intertwined in contributing to the developmentofthe other.
 
In the West,memorization and rote learning are generally equated butthe
 
relationship ofmemorization and understanding as being intertwined gives a different
 
picture ofthe Asian learner. Memorization can be used to deepen and develop
 
understanding;in this way,the paradox ofthe Asian learner is solved. "The use of
 
memorization to deepen understanding rests the solution ofthe paradox ofthe Chinese
 
learner"(Marton,Dall'Alba,&Tse,1996,p. 81).
 
Chinese Expectations
 
The concept ofsuccess among secondary school children in Hong Kong was
 
clustered around happy family,academic achievement,career success,and having many
 
friends. Among the Chinese,there was a positive correlation between academic work,
 
career,and individual aehievement goals to succeeding in family and social life. Yu's
 
study(1980)cited in Salili(1996)indicated that"the collectivistic culture ofthe Chinese
 
results in students expending more effort and performing better in cooperative learning
 
contexts"(p.88).
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The social loafing phenomena suggests that people usually expend more effort
 
when they work alone,then when they work in a group. When Americans showed social
 
loafing,Chinese exhibited social striving. Chinese students performed better in pairs
 
than alone. "Driven by a sense ofduty toward their parents,and influenced by cultural
 
values which emphasize hard work and endurance,Chinese students take more personal
 
responsibility for their success and failure. They spend much more time doing homework
 
and drill than their Western counterparts, yetthe majority still believe that they can work
 
harder and are not satisfied with their own achievement"(Salili, 1996,p. 89).
 
This emphasis on effort shows the mindset ofthe Chinese student and its effect on
 
their education. Motivation for the most part is part ofthe Chinese culture and its power
 
over society can be felt wherever they go. Its influence over students in the educational
 
system proves that the home environment has a strong influence on students.
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Learning Strategies Geared Towards TestTaking
 
Learning Strategies
 
"Learning strategies are those methods employed by learners to facilitate their
 
acquisition ofknowledge and skills. Learning strategies are self-activated by the
 
individual rather than being activated by the instruction are used to encode and retrieve
 
information from memory. Learning strategies can be mental techniques for organizing
 
and elaborating on knowledge,active study strategies such as note taking,as well as
 
tactics for coping with learning anxiety"(Davidson&Smith,1990,p.228).
 
According to Stoynoff(1997),over the past decade,cognitive psychologists have
 
developed a conceptualization oflearners as active participants in the learning process
 
who use a variety oflearning strategies to organize,implement,monitor,and adjust their
 
learning behavior. The study oflearning strategies is "the classification and labeling of
 
whatlearners do cognitively,affectively,and metacognitively to promote their learning"
 
(Stoynoff,1997,p.56).
 
There is a growing body ofempirical evidence that students are capable of ^
 
controlling the ways in which they learn. Instruction in such self-regulated learning and
 
study strategies may improve academic achievement.There is a significant relationship
 
between language proficiency and academic achievement.
 
Learning strategies are a factor in students'academic achievement. The more
 
successful students are better able to manage their study time,prepare for and take tests,
 
identify the main ideas in spoken and written discourse,make better use ofsocial support
 
systems,and spend more time studying than less academically successful students.
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"American undergraduates students who have completed courses in learning strategies
 
training make significant gains in their academic achievementand reading
 
comprehension"(Stoynoff, 1997,p.60). The highest achievers make more use ofsocial
 
assistance as a learning strategy and regularly use peers and teachers to help them learn.
 
International students are ahle to overcome limitations in their language proficiency
 
and/or cultural background by making use ofsupport personal as needed(Stoynoff,
 
1997).
 
Earlv Teaching
 
"Atthe middle and secondary levels,the curriculum primarily focuses on content
 
teaching and learning. Content area demands center aroimd learning domain-specific and
 
general concepts. A conceptis a word on phrase representing a meaningful category or
 
class ofevents,ideas,actions,or objects. Understanding ofconcepts in the foundation
 
for acquisition and application ofmuch knowledge in content areas"(Bulgren&Scanlon,
 
1997,p.292).
 
Conceptual learning is influenced by a wide array ofprocesses, such as prior
 
knowledge,interest, motivation,questioning,analogic thought,recognition ofstructure,
 
and expository relationships.A teacher can respond to the instructional challenge of
 
teaching integrated process and content by taking a central role as plarmer and mediator
 
oflearning. This will guide all students toward independence as learners. "That is,
 
teachers must adopt strategic teaching practices that will help students acquire both
 
concepts critical to curricular content and learning strategies they need to be independent
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learners and processors ofinformation"(Bulgren& Scanlon, 1997,p. 293). The role of
 
the teacher is crucial in developing good models oflearning in the early years.
 
Teachers are responsible for promoting generalization oflearning strategies as a
 
basis for learning. "Generalization provides an opportunity for instructors to act as
 
mediators in helping students perceive the applications for strategies"(Kjiight, 1993,p.
 
39). It is important that students see how the strategies are applied in their studies.
 
One way to compensate for the students'lack ofstrategies is to use strategic
 
teaching, which is aform ofinstruction in which the teacher models and guides students
 
in learning how to leam. Another approach is to use strategy integration. These
 
approaches weave together the simultaneous teaching oflearning strategies and content
 
area learning. "Learning strategies are efficient and effective approaches to specific
 
learning tasks performed by students. Students use them to replace inefficient
 
approaches or when they have no consistent and appropriate approach to task
 
completion"(Bulgren&Scanlon,1997,p.297).
 
The results ofa study by Horton and Oakland(1997)indicated that a strategy,
 
which capitalizes on personalization,was superior for students ofall types. Factors such
 
as type ofinstruction,teachers,teaming theory principles,developmental concerns,hnd
 
cultured issues have an impacton achievement and attitudes(p. 136). Promotion of
 
personalized learning through instmctional strategies can promote higher student
 
academic achievement.According to Horton and Oakland(1997),reasons why students
 
leam more when taught with a personal approach may be attributable to many factors.
 
"The personal teaching strategy employed a variety oftechniques designed to enable
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students to relate to the lessons in personal ways. Personalized lessons used prior
 
knowledge to help students develop schemata"(Horton&Oakland,1997,p. 135).
 
Because prior knowledge is used in the personalized lessons,both age and stage of
 
development are critical factors in considering learning styles. To reach students,schema
 
theory,developmental considerations,and cultural sensitivities should be considered in
 
developing lesson plans(Horton& Oakland,1997).
 
Limitations ofTeaching
 
Learners mustbe taught to use strategies effectively. Learners are failing to
 
succeed in the classroom and the problem is widespread and serious. Learners may not
 
know how to adopt instruction to their own needs and abilities. Research findings
 
suggest that learners tend to use easy or familiar strategies rather than those,which are
 
the mostappropriate for the instructional task. Thus,it becomes imperative that learners
 
be taught to use strategies effectively(Davidson&Smith,1990).
 
Teaching ofStrategv
 
Students awareness oftheir own cognitive processes is called metacognition.
 
Their ability to control these processes by selecting among cognitive strategies,and their
 
ability to monitor,evaluate and revise their strategy use has bearing on how well they do
 
in school. Metacognitive strategies are techniques and knowledge thatthe learners
 
employ to maintain awareness oftheir processing. They can select among available
 
learning strategies,and monitor the effectiveness oftheir use ofstrategy use(Davidson&
 
Smith, 1990). It has been argued that good teaching should include teaching students
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how to think,leam,and self-motivate. "The learning ofstrategies through discovery is
 
supported by the developmental theory ofPiaget"(Davidson&Smith,1990,p.229).
 
While discovery is powerful,direct explanation may be the most successful and the most
 
applicable in classroom situations. Students who received explicit training in strategy use
 
outperformed students who were simply informed ofthe possibility ofusing a particular
 
strategy.
 
The University ofKansas Center for Research on Learning defines a learning
 
strategy as"an individual's approach to a task; it includes how a person thinks and acts
 
when planning,executing,and evaluating performance on a task and its outcomes.
 
Learning strategies is also defined as goal-directed cognitive operation employed to
 
facilitate performance. Learning strategies are ways ofthinking,acting,and performing
 
that embrace learning. The learning strategy curriculum is a system oflearning strategies
 
that enables students to acquire,store,and express information"(Knight,1993,p. 36).
 
In a special program atthe University ofKansas,students never hear more than
 
three statements without being asked to provide aresponse. This is because students leam
 
all essential information through three modalities: visually,from an overhead;orally,
 
from verbal instruction; and kinesthetically,through note-taking. The students are
 
walked through the thinking process used in the strategy. The students take turns naming
 
the steps ofthe strategy,demonstrating understanding ofthe strategy,and demonstrating
 
mastery ofthe self-instructional process and related concepts. Making use ofprecise
 
vocabulary is very importantfor the effective mastery ofnew skills and strategies. The
 
instmctor demonstrates explicit cognitive and metacognitive thinking as well as overt
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acts used in the strategy. Mastery can demonstrate to students thatthey can be successful
 
academically(Knight,1993).
 
Intensive instruction in afew strategies has shown that it is more beneficial than
 
superficial instruction in many learning strategies. Learning strategy instruction can
 
affect retention and achievement oflow-achieving students."One ofthe most powerful
 
characteristics ofstrategic instruction is that it provides students with an opportunity to
 
succeed in academic areas that have always frustrated them"(Knight,1993,p. 39).
 
Learning strategy instruction may be one way thatschools can meetthe challenge of
 
helping students who are unprepared to metthe demands ofthe courses in which they are
 
enrolled(Knight,1993).
 
Language Learning Strategies
 
In learning a new language,students employ learning strategies: specific actions,
 
behaviors,steps or techniques to facilitate the intemalization,storage,retrieval or use of
 
the new language. Research outside ofthe field ofSecond language acquisition(SLA)
 
has proven that effective learners use learning strategies. The use ofwell chosen
 
strategies distinguishes experts from novices in many learning areas.(Oxford,1990)
 
Within the field ofSLA,research indicates that the appropriate use oflanguage
 
learning strategies results in improved L2proficiency. Effective L2learners are aware of
 
the strategies they use on a daily basis. There are many factors which influence the L2
 
students'choice oflearning strategies: their motivation,gender,cultural background,
 
nature oftask,age and stage oflanguage learning."More highly motivated L2students
 
typically used more strategies than less motivated students, whether in intensive
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classrooms,regular classrooms,or even in satellite language programs"(Oxford,1990,p.
 
13). Researchers havefound that cultural values are directly related to L2students'
 
learning styles and strategies.
 
Oxford(1990)has developed a strategy system thatcontains six sets ofL2
 
learning behaviors. "This system is based on the theory thatthe learner is a'whole
 
person'who uses intellectual,social,emotional,and physical resources and is therefore
 
not merely a cognitive/metacognitive information-processing machine"(p. 17). Table2
 
gives the six sets oflearning behaviors and their examples as developed by Oxford.
 
1
 
Examples
L2Learning Behaviors
 
• anxiety reduction through laughter and mediation 
1. Affective • self-encouragementthrough affirmations 
• self-reward through praise and tangible reinforcement. 
• asking questions,cooperating with native speakersof 
2. Social the language 
• becoming culturally aware 
• paying attention,consciously searching for practice 
3. Metacognitive opportunities 
• planning for language tasks 
• self-evaluating progress 
• monitoring errors 
• grouping,imagery,rhyming,moving physically,and 
4. Memory Related structured reviewing 
• Reasoning,analyzing,summarizing,and practicing 
5. GeneralCognitive 
• guessing meaningsfrom the contextand using 
6. Compensatory synonymsand gestures to convey meaning 
Table 2. L2Learning Behaviors(derived from Oxford,1990)
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Oxford believes that this theoretical orientation towards L2learning behaviors has
 
the potential to expand the traditionally limited concept ofnew language acquisition. The
 
implication ofthis study has potential for ESL/EFL instruction.ESL/EFL teachers can
 
help students to recognize the potential power in consciously using language strategies,to
 
make learning fun,quicker,easier,and more effective.ESL/EFL teachers can weave
 
learning strategy training into regular classroom curriculum to provide opportunities for
 
practicing strategies. RecentL2strategy research offers significant potential for ESL/EFL
 
teachers who wantto improve their instructional effectiveness.
 
Learning Stvles
 
"Learning styles have been defined as physiological,cognitive,and affective
 
behaviors that serve as relatively stalk indicators ofhow learners perceive,interact with,
 
and respond to the learning environment. Thus,learning styles are thoughtto be stable
 
and enduring personal qualities and not easily acquired. Literature oflearning styles has
 
centered on three main qualities thoughtto be critical: physiology,cognition,and affect"
 
(Horton& Oakland,1997,p. 131). These qualities combined together form a distinct
 
learning style for each learner.
 
Rayner&Riding(1997)define "learning style" as the manner in which different
 
elementsfrom five basic stimuli affect an individual's ability to perceive,interact with
 
and respond to the learning environment. It is related to the three dimensions in the
 
classroom:student attitudes toward leaming;view ofteachers and peers;and reaction to
 
classroom procedure.The tantalizing prospect which clearly merits further attention is the
 
idea that "style awareness" may help reach the "hard-to-teach" and perhaps contribute to
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reducing failure generally by enhancing the learning process."The need,well
 
documented in the literature,for clearer and well grounded development,suggests that
 
putting theory into practice is overdue,should inform the continuing research into style
 
and will need to involve a rationalization ofstyle as a construct in the psychology of
 
learning"(Rayner&Riding, 1997,p.23).
 
The basic dimension oflearning style needs to be more clearly identified to
 
enable an elaboration ofa personal learning style for the individual learner. The exact
 
nature oflearning style and the interrelationship between style,strategy,and learning
 
behavior merits more attention."Further work is required ifthe idea oflearning style and
 
learning strategy is to be clarified,so that a definition oflearning style and the
 
identification ofthe most style relevant characteristics in learners and instructional
 
settings might be realized"(Rayner&Riding, 1997,p.24).
 
Identifying students learning style is the beginning ofthe process ofmaking sense
 
oftheir patterns oflearning and how to effectively use this knowledge in the classroom.
 
The behavioral patterns that surround each student are manageable ifthey are knovra to
 
the teacher.
 
Ifwe are to make sense ofstyle,find meaning in theory and realize the
 
"operationalization" ofstyle in the educational system,the notion that learning
 
style is an individual,stable and person-centered construct,needs re-emphasizing,
 
with a view to developing a profile for an individual learner's learning style. This
 
profile should be basic,containing primary features ofthe individual's learning
 
repertoire which will reflect cognitive style and learning preferences; it should be
 
manageable,accessible and geared to the real world ofeducation and training;
 
and it should be linked to an assessment procedure which is user-friendly for both
 
the teacher and student. Such a construct will ideally reflect a setofprimary
 
individual differences that include cognitive,behavioral and affective features
 
combining to form the learner's learning style. (Rayner&Riding, 1997,p.24)
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Individual Learning Style
 
It is suggested that students leam best and retain more when all oftheir senses are
 
involved,even ifthey prefer to use one sense more,than another. There are three distinct
 
styles that are involved in the learning process. A visual learner prefers to leam by
 
reading or by watching,while an auditory learner likes to leam by listening. The third
 
learner is tactile,they learn best by doing,touching or manipulating objects by the use of
 
their hands."When an instmctional mode does not appeal to your preferred sense,you
 
must work harder to pay attention and stay interested. It is helpful to know thatthe older
 
you are,the better able you are to adapt your learning style preference to the instmctional
 
mode in use"(Kanar,1991,p. 8).
 
Learning strategies are methods employed by learners to facilitate their
 
acquisition ofknowledge. They are mental techniques to organize,implement,monitor,
 
and adjust their leaming behavior. Learning strategies are an importantfactor in the
 
academic achievement ofstudents. The more successful students are able to use various
 
learning strategies in preparing for and taking tests and are better at managing their time.
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Cooperative Learning as an Effective Teaching Technique
 
Cooperative Learning
 
Cooperative learning is a teaching strategy that instructors can use to get students
 
to work together in small structured groups towards acommon goal while being held
 
individually accountable for their own learning. This small group method provides
 
teachers with techniques to improve learning and provide social relationships among
 
students. Cooperative learning does not consist ofa general or free discussion but is
 
carefully structured and organized so that each learner can interact with each other and all
 
learners are motivated to help each other to learn(Kagan,1990). "Adaptations of
 
cooperative learning can be effective at many age levels,from the late elementary grades
 
up through adult levels. It can be used in both second and foreign language teaching
 
situations"(Richard-Amato,1988,p. 193). The teacher becomes a facilitator oflearning
 
and assists the groups to improve their interactions when needed(Yeh,1992). The
 
interaction ofthe group members is the basis ofcooperative learning. Cooperative
 
learning is more than atechnique buta strategy to serve the overall needs ofthe students.
 
Instruction can be done in three different ways depending uponthe goal structure
 
ofthe lesson(Yeh,1992):competitive,individualistic,or cooperative.
 
Competitive. Ifthe lesson is structured for competition,the students will compete
 
against each other for individual goals that only afew will attain. This goal structure
 
allows for only afew to succeed while the rest will fail. In this situation,there will be
 
negative interdependence upon each other(one wins ifothers "lose").
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Individualistic. The lesson is structured for individual goals. Each student strives
 
for their own goals and are not dependent upon others. There is no interdependence
 
among the students. The learning situation becomes a struggle,because success is not
 
dependent upon the success ofothers. The students feel thatthey are alone in their
 
situation.
 
Cooperative. The lesson is structured for a cooperative goal. Students work
 
together for acommon goal so that their success depends upon the success ofothers and a
 
sense ofpositive interdependence bondsthem together. Their perception is to help each
 
other to reach their common goal. This cooperative goal structure helps students to
 
interact, discuss,and work together. Students will strive towards the goal ofthe group
 
(Yeh,1992).
 
Type ofGoalStructure Situation for Students
 
Competitive	 I win,you lose
 
I lose, you win
 
Individualistic	 I win,you win or lose
 
You win,I win or lose
 
Cooperative	 I win,you win
 
I lose,you lose
 
Table 3.	Three Kinds ofGoalStructures in Cooperative Learning(Whisler&
 
Williams,1990,p.7)
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Each ofthe three structures in(Table 3)has a place in the curriculum butthe
 
cooperative structure is the mostdynamic. The dynamics ofthe group takes precedence
 
over the individual. There are many techniques that can be utilized in cooperative
 
learning depending upon the needs ofthe class and the limitations ofthe instructor.
 
These techniques can excite students and draw them into the learning process. Group
 
work has its own rewards,ofincreased motivation,social interaction,and self-esteem.
 
The group's success can give students identification with a group and success in general.
 
Johnson and Johnson(1975)suggestthat classrooms should be dominated by cooperative
 
learning but is the least used ofthe three goal structures.
 
Cooperative Learning in Second Language Acquisition
 
Researchers have found that cooperative leaming is a good method ofteaching a
 
second language(Yeh,1992). There are advantages in using cooperative learning in
 
English as a Second Language(ESL)or English as a Foreign Language(EEL)
 
classrooms. For limited English proficient(LLP)students,cooperative leaming can
 
provide increased opportunities for interaction among students. These interactions
 
provide more practice time in the areas oflistening and speaking. Non-native English
 
speakers have shown gains in language acquisition and academic achievementin
 
cooperative leaming classes that are equal to or greater than that oftraditional classroom
 
instruction(Bejarano,1987). There are many tasks that can be used in teaching English
 
in a cooperative setting: such as role-play,group discussions,scenarios,solving
 
mysteries,reading together,peer teaching,researching,and group projects(Coelho,
 
Winer& Olsen,1989).
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Cooperative learning has many factors that contribute to English language
 
learning,such as shared leadership,heterogeneous groups,positive interdependence of
 
the group,explicit teaching ofsocial skills, prioritization ofacademic and social goals,
 
teacher interaction,responsibility for selfand the group,and peers as the major resource
 
(Whisler&Williams, 1990). Many studies have provided supportfor cooperative
 
learning in a multitude ofsubjects,school settings and levels(Johnson& Johnson,1975;
 
Slavin, 1983). Cooperative learning has effected results in a variety ofoutcomes,such as
 
increased motivation,interest, persistence in completing tasks,greater achievement,more
 
positive attitudes towards subject matter and classmates, greater use ofinferential and
 
critical thinking,learning abilities,increased time on task,and higher levels ofself-

esteem and psychological health(Whisler& Williams,1990).
 
The teacher's role is that ofa facilitator,to monitor and help in the process or to
 
clarify information that is given. The role ofthe teacher is significant ifcooperative
 
learning is to happen. "Cooperative learning appears to be an especially effective
 
strategy that involves students in helping one another in small-group instruction and
 
provides an opportunity for them to develop academically as well as socially. The major
 
elements ofcooperative learning include positive interdependence,individual
 
accountability,collaborative skills,and group processing' (Correa&Tulbert, 1991,p.
 
30). In order to implementcooperative learning,teachers must arrange their classrooms
 
to facilitate cooperation. Students are assigned to groups oftwo to six and are given
 
instructional activities. In order to acquire the skills ofthe activity,students are held
 
responsible for working cooperatively within their groups. Students are evaluated
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individually and as a group. Cooperative learning enhances students'self-esteem and
 
their motivation.
 
Dvnamics ofCooperative Learning
 
Foreign language teaching has been recognized as needing a changefrom a
 
teacher-centered environmentto a student-centered one,where students can have more
 
opportunities to interface with each other. Through group dynamics,students can
 
increase their practice time in their target language by the use ofpairwork and small
 
groups. Cooperative learning takes a large class and breaks them into small groups for
 
active participation by the students in discussion groups. Long and Porter(1985)reports
 
that small group interaction allowsfor more talk by each ofthe students. Whenthey are
 
involved in active discussions,they gain confidence in using the target language. Di
 
Pietro(1982)states that the dynamics ofsmall group interaction allows for equitable
 
distribution ofparticipation among the students. Active communication is taking place
 
within these groups. Learners are spending more time negotiating and checking on
 
meanings in small groups,and they do not appear to be correcting each other(Bygate,
 
1987). Students are more willing to practice speaking the target language. Larsen-

Freeman(1986)writes that the goal ofteachers who use communicative language
 
teaching methods is to have their students become competentcommunicators. Through
 
cooperative learning,students learn to communicate through communication.
 
Interaction in the Cooperative Learning Classroom
 
Cummins(1986)attributes the failure ofmany students in developing language
 
proficiency for academic success to the teacher-centered methodology used in many
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language classrooms today. Students do not getchances to practice inside the classroom
 
exceptto mimicthe teacher in repeating words and phrases. This is not communication
 
but a copying ofspeech,vocabulary and sound. Interaction is needed to bring out
 
meaningful exchanges ofinformation. Rivers(1987)indicated that"Students achieve
 
facility in using a language when their attention is focused on conveying and receiving
 
authentic messages(that is, messages that contain information ofinterest to speaker and
 
listener in situations ofimportance to both). This is interaction"(p.4). Expressing one's
 
own ideas and understanding those ofothers is the idea ofinteraction. Understanding the
 
meaning within a context with nonverbal clues adds meaning to the verbal interaction.
 
Allwright(1984)considers interaction a fundamental partofthe classroom
 
pedagogy. Everything that happens in the classroom is through a person to person
 
interaction. Interaction is a product ofthe actions ofthe participants. Vygotsky's(1978)
 
theory oflearning supports cooperative learning because people are cormected to one
 
another through the social world. Human learning is always mediated through others and
 
these interactions are themselves mediated.
 
Rivers'(1987)theory ofautonomous interaction in the language classroom states
 
that interaction is not wasting time when there is so much to learn. Students increase
 
their language abilities by listening and reading authentic material. Following their
 
fellow classmates discussions and interacting with their peers can teach many things.
 
Interactions are the use ofall their language abilities to exchange and express real
 
meaning in conveying messages within the group.
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Psychological Developmentin the Cooperative Classroom
 
A major factor in the attainment ofacademic success is the sense ofself-worth.
 
Glasser(1986)points out one ofthe main psychological needs ofall people is the need to
 
belong. Most young people try to fulfill this need at school and everywhere they interact
 
with others. Ifstudents cannot meetthe requirements ofthe classroom,they can become
 
isolated within the classroom. High achievers may also experience alienation iftheir
 
success reflects badly upon others and can bring about peer rejection(Coelho,1992).
 
Cooperative learning promotes higher levels ofself-esteem through peer support
 
and acceptance. Learning in the cooperative classroom is always to the benefit ofthe
 
group;each member's success adds to the group's success. Students feel more in control
 
oftheir learning and their destiny. A more positive attitude can improve their academic
 
performance and create more positive interactions in the classroom. Students feel less
 
anxiety and are motivated to learn in the cooperative classroom.
 
Cooperative language learning is increased through more opportunities for
 
interactions in the classroom.Promotion ofstudents'interactions improves
 
communicative competence,lowers anxiety,promotes self-worth and increases their
 
motivation to learn. Language learning is inereased through the use ofeffective
 
communication in the target language where information is shared and benefits all parties
 
concerned.
 
Cooperative learning is a teaching strategy that instructors can use to get students
 
to work together. This method is structured towards small groups with acommon goal.
 
Learners can interact with each other and all learners are motivated to help each other to
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learn. Interaction ofthe group is the basis ofcooperative learning. This method provides
 
teachers with many techniques to improve learning and provides social interactions
 
among students. Cooperative learning is effective for many age and grade levels.
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Cultural Values Effect on Learning
 
Background in Hong Kong
 
Hong Kong's population is approximately98% Chinese(Tan,1997). Hong Kong
 
Island was given to England after the First Opium War in 1842 by the Chinese
 
government. Sinee then,England's influence has been felt in all parts ofHong Kong
 
society. Education is no exception as the schools have struggled with teaching English
 
(the official language ofHong Kong)while the majority ofthe students spoke Cantonese.
 
English waS'the original colonial language in use in Hong Kong and after the Seeond
 
World War,the major language ofinternational commerce,communication and
 
education. Chinese became an official language in Hong Kong only in 1975,thereby
 
finally getting equal status as English(Adamson&Lai, 1997).
 
"From July 1, 1997,Hong Kong ceased to be acolony ofthe United Kingdom
 
(U.K.)and beeame a special administrative region(SAR)ofthe People's Republic of
 
China(PRC),rather than an independent state. Under the untested formula of'one
 
country,two systems'.Hong Kong has been promised self-rule(except military defense,
 
and diplomacy)by Hong Kong people and the maintenance ofits capitalist economy,
 
social system and ways oflife for at least 50 years without compulsory convergence to
 
the PRC's socialist system. Hong Kong higher education has also been promised the
 
maintenance ofits own characteristics including university autonomy"(Law,1997,p.
 
187). This is where one might ask,will the concept ofone-country,two-systems work in
 
Hong Kong after 1997?
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The British colonial government's involvement in education was minimal at best
 
from the beginning,butHong Kong had atimetable of13 years to prepare for the
 
changeover. During this time,the government made many changes in anticipation ofthe
 
changeover. There were changes in the syllabus for subjects such as history,geography,
 
and social studies to prepare students for the changeover. Civic education was
 
emphasized,with greater coverage ofthePRCto putthem in a morefavorable light(Tan,
 
1997).
 
The relative status ofCantonese vis-a-vis Putonghua(Mandarin)the official
 
language ofthe PRC,has been relatively stable. The official position ofBeijing has been
 
to push for the use ofMandarin for official use only. Mandarin has been encouraged in
 
the schools since the 1980's to prepare for the changeover and simplified Chinese
 
characters have been introduced in Hong Kong to come in line to whatis going on in the
 
PRC(Tan,1997).
 
Importance ofEnglish
 
The Basic Law stipulated that English be an official language after 1997 and
 
higher education continues to adopt English as the only or major medium ofinstruction.
 
This has been used as a means ofupholding the quality ofhigher education and reducing
 
students'learning difficulties, butthe majority ofstudents have had great difficulty in
 
learning English,therefore they have been taught in Cantonese or a mixed code(Tan,
 
1997). This problem has led to the current situation in Hong Kong in which some
 
schools teaching in English while other schools teach in Cantonese.
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"The high status ofEnglish was also demonstrated at the time ofthe changeover
 
by its role as the declared medium ofinstruction in more than halfofthe secondary
 
schools. There is a strong belief, particularly in parents,that an English-medium
 
education has greater prestige and economic returns. This beliefis compelling,given
 
that,in a refugee society such as Hong Kong has been,social status is achieved rather
 
than inherited and is primarily indicated by financial success and that English provides
 
the access to academic achievement,the principal determinantofsocial mobility"
 
(Adamson&Lai, 1997,p.6).
 
In reality, many schools declare themselves to be English-medium schools,but
 
classes are conducted mainly in Cantonese or in a mixed code wherein Cantonese is
 
interposed with key terms in English. The writing system in Chinese is the same,except
 
that full characters are used in Hong Kong while simplified characters are used in the
 
PRC(A(lamson&Lai, 1997).
 
Problems ofLanguage
 
The language patterns in Hong Kong have changed with the takeover in July
 
1997. English and Cantonese predominance has changed with the addition ofMandarin
 
(Putonghua)as an official language in Hong Kong. Problems are posed for schools in
 
two areas. The curriculum already is heavily biased in favor oflanguage subjects and the
 
necessary expertise for teaching Mandarin is not readily available. "The English
 
language is perceived by many sectors ofsociety as^essential subjectfor the eeonomic
 
prosperity ofindividuals and Hong Kong as a whole,even though it is largely irrelevant
 
in the daily life ofthe general population"(Adamson&Lai,1997,p. 5). This has created
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problems for the students who are pushed into languages which are essential for their
 
future but with nowhere to practice the language outside ofthe classroom. The
 
predominance ofCantonese use in Hong Kong society has tended to handcuffthe
 
students'usage ofEnglish and its practice.
 
Even though98%ofthe population ofHong Kong is ethnic Chinese,within the
 
Chinese community there is considerable diversity in the spoken language. There are
 
many dialects in addition to Hong Kong Cantonese such as Guangdong Cantonese,Chin
 
Chow,Hakka,Shanghainese,Fujianese,Taiwanese,and Putonghua. "In formal writing,
 
modern standard Chinese(MSC)is preferred"(Adamson&Lai, 1997,p.6). MSC is
 
based on the Putonghua dialect, which is used in Beijing. Beijing itselfuses a simplified
 
version ofMSCfor writing purposes. All this diversity has had its effect onthe students'
 
attempts to learn languages,especially the English language. English continues to be a
 
sticky point when it comes to the language ofinstruction. Since the changeover in
 
governments,there has been a change in schools policies;90%ofthe secondary schools
 
have gone to Cantonese as the medium ofinstruction and only 10% are in English,which
 
is the opposite ofwhat it was before the changeover(Adamson&Lai,1997).
 
English,Chinese,and Mathematics are the three key subjects in the primary
 
curriculum used for the purpose ofdetermining the level ofentry into the secondary
 
school. The emphasis on these three subjects in the testing areas has forced the schools
 
to focus on these subjects almost exclusively,leaving other subjects wanting for lack of
 
funds and attention. The importance oftesting in determining whatschools are available
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for the students helps determine their future;in terms ofwill they attend a university or
 
not(Adamson&Lai, 1997).
 
The Education and Manpower branch ofthe Hong Kong government will not
 
sponsor students at the university who fail to meetthe minimum criteria in English(or
 
Chinese)language and they will have to pay the full tuition(sponsored students pay only
 
18%ofthe tuition). This is very importantfor students who are trying to climb up the
 
economic ladder through education. The competitive situation for places in the
 
universities is very tough considering that there are only limited spaces for students every
 
year. Since 1994,Hong Kong's higher education system has accommodated only 18%of
 
the students aged 17to 20 years ofage. According to Law(1997)there are currently
 
only six institutions that hold university status in Hong Kong.
 
• University ofHong Kong(HKU)1911
 
• The Chinese University ofHong Kong(CUHK)1963
 
• Hong Kong University ofScience and Technology(HKUST)1990
 
• Hong Kong Polytechnic University(HBCPU)1994
 
• City University ofHong Kong(City U)1994
 
• HongKongBaptistUniversity(HKBU)1994
 
Two more are non-university institutions.
 
• LingnAn College(LC)1967
 
• Hong Kong Institute ofEducation(HKIEd)1994
 
Two are private colleges.
 
• Shue Yan Collage
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 • Chuhai College
 
Because ofthe limited number ofopenings atthe tertiary level in Hong Kong,
 
m£iny ofthe students have opted for their education overseas.The vast majority have
 
traveled to the U.S.,where there are now nearly 40,000 studentsfrom mainland China
 
and 12,000from Hong Kong in universities in the U.S. All 10,000 ofthe top leaders of
 
the People's Republic ofChina(PRC)have had one or more oftheir children study in the
 
U.S.(Goodman,1997). This showsthe importance ofEnglish in mainland China,where
 
it already has a high status because ofits business applications.
 
Culturallv Responsive Pedagogv
 
"Teachers need a culturally sensitive perspective on the common strategies they use
 
for literacy instruction"(Jackson,1994,p.46). Jackson(1994)believes thatthere are
 
many parts to a culturally responsive pedagogy,that each part is an integral part ofthe
 
total picture in education.
 
Teachers must be able to build trust in order to engender in students a level of
 
confidence and beliefthat whatthey do in class is worthwhile. Teachers need to examine
 
their relationship with students in order to determine how effectively they are building
 
trust. Teachers need to learn abouttheir students'languages,interactional styles,learning
 
styles,and values in order to become culturally literate about their students. Research
 
showsthat students have their preferred learning styles, which are culturally specific.
 
"Students from culturally different backgrounds may not have a perceptual style that
 
helps in differentiating relevantinformation from irrelevant information;they may
 
process information in nonlinear ways,tend to be physically active,and may value group
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affiliation above individual competitiveness. Instructional strategies such as cooperative
 
learning provide a more appropriate cultural match between instructional styles and
 
learning style for some minority students and result in improved learning"(Jackson,
 
1994,p.47). Some students are not prepared for culturally different environments.There
 
is a basic cultural mismatch occurring when studentsfrom diverse cultural backgrounds
 
come to school with different values oflearning and where nonverbal behaviors are more
 
highly valued than institutional norms.
 
Students who are aware oftheir thought processes can modify how they approach
 
tasks to choose the best approach for them."Scholars refer to the ability to control and
 
monitor thought processes as metacognition"(Jackson, 1994,p.47). Using effective
 
questioning techniques to direct higher-order questions to all students. Higher-order
 
questions can affirm students'self-perceptions as learners,promote analytical and
 
evaluative thinking skills,and allow students to see themselves as knowledge producers
 
rather than knowledge consumers. Providing effective feedback can accentuate some
 
positive feature ofthe students' work;be specific and focus comments on academic
 
components ofthe work; communicate how to correct errors and improve overall quality
 
ofthe work. Being able to analyze instructional materials in order to fit the material to
 
the needs ofthe students. Establishing a positive home-school relationship to keep the
 
lines ofcommunication open forfeedbackfrom the parents(Jackson, 1994).
 
Culture and Learning
 
Language,culture,and thought are thoughtto be parts ofa whole. It has been
 
determined that integrative motivation has resulted in more effective language learning
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than did instrumental motivation. This has created a more positive attitude in the person
 
who is trying to learn the language. "It has been claimed th^tthe conciseness and
 
clearness ofthought ofa people depend to a great extent upon their language"(Valdes,
 
1986,p.5).
 
Valdes(1986)characterizes acculturation as the gradual adaptation to the target
 
culture without necessarily forsaking one's native language identity. The mostimportant
 
factor affecting acculturation is the "difference" or "social distance" between the two
 
culmres. H.Douglas Brown(1980)has characterized that phase in learning asecond
 
language when the learner tends to speak an "interlanguage." Selinker(1972)claims that
 
it is similar to pidgin as the "sociocultural critical period." Brown(1980)maintains that
 
there is an important initial phase in one's encounter with a new culture when motivation
 
is especially strong,when culture shock is often experienced,when a great deal of
 
language learning must be accomplished. Ifthis period passes without learners having
 
reached or surpassed a certain threshold ofcommunicative competence,what we term the
 
acculturation threshold,they may well become"stuck" ata level of"functional
 
competence"(Valdes, 1986).
 
The model ofacculturation in Table4showsthatthere are four stages. The
 
Tourist stage is the introduction phase ofa new culture and language;this is when most
 
ofthe learning takes place. The Survivor stage is when there is afunctional
 
understanding ofthe language and culture. Atthis pointthere is a threshold which takes
 
a lot ofacculturation before one can cross this point,which is called the accplturation
 
threshold. It may take a lot oftime before people can cross into the Immigrant stage.
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Mostpeople will never reach the final Citizen stage ofacculturation, which is almost at
 
the level ofa native speaker(Valdes,1986).
 
Our ModelofAcculturation
 
Tourist - The early phase,the new culture is almost inaccessible
 
Survivor - The stage offunctional language and functional understanding ofthe
 
Culture
 
The Acculturation Threshold
 
Immigrant - The acculturation ofan educated learner
 
Citizen - Atalmostthe level ofa native speaker
 
Table 4. ModelofAcculturation - adapted from Valdes(1986)
 
British cognitive psychologist Vernon Hamilton(1983)provides a theoretical
 
framework for clarifying general cognitive abilities to acculturation. Hamilton's position
 
is that the models ofpersonality must be cognition-centered. His research demonstrates
 
how verbal,spatial,and visual processes,though coded differently,require a single data-

encoding system. One that can interpret the codes ofthe different systems for associative
 
links to be meaningful,it is called language.
 
Cummins(1981)wasthe first to propose the distinction between what he called
 
cognitive-language language proficiency(CALP)and basic interpersonal communication
 
(BICS). CALP is language that is valued in the school setting and measured on
 
achievementtests while BICS is the everyday language ofsociety. Cumminsclaims that
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children can develop BICS in two or three years,whereas CALP probably requires over
 
five years to evolve to a satisfactory level. Although BICS are fundamentally different in
 
any two languages,being afunction ofthe sociocultural milieu and conversational
 
conventions,CALP will always overlap to some degree because ofthe more universal
 
strategies ofacademic thinking and writing.
 
The current view in second language research is that students learning a second
 
language benefitfrom a positive "orientation" towards the language. A desire to identify
 
with the target culture or associate with members ofthe target culture wasshown to
 
promote acquisition ofthe target language. Schumann(1978)suggested that unless
 
second language learners are "driven" to intemalize the culture,they would not go far in
 
learning the language.
 
Lozanov(1978)speaks ofthe "infantilization" ofthe adult,the process of
 
allowing the adult learner to develop childlike attitudes,and the lack ofinhibitions,as
 
essential in his approach. He also specifies that learners mustassume new second
 
language names and identities. The principle underlying the assumption ofsecond
 
language persona is sound.
 
"Second language learning in some respects involves the acquisition ofa second
 
identity. Guiora introduced the concept oflanguage ego to capture the deeply seated
 
affective nature ofsecond language learning,stressing the necessity for permeable ego
 
boundaries in order to successfully overcome the trauma ofsecond language learning.
 
Guiora and others have placed strong emphasis on affective characteristics ofsecond
 
language learning because ofthe highly social context oflanguage. Second language
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learning is often second culture learning. In order to understandjust whatsecond culture
 
learning is,one needs to understand the nature ofacculturation,culture shock,and social
 
distance"(Brown,1980,p.33).
 
Culture Shock
 
Culture shock refers to phenomena ranging from mild irritability to deep
 
psychological panic and crisis. It is associated with feelings in the learner of
 
estrangement,anger,hostility,indecision,frustration,unhappiness,sadness,loneliness,
 
homesickness,and even physical illness. "Culture shock,then,is thought to be aform of
 
anxiety that results from the loss ofcommonly perceived and understood signs and
 
symbols ofsocial intercourse"(Adler,1972,p.36). Culture shock can be reflected
 
through anxiety and nervousnessthrough any number ofdefense mechanisms:repression,
 
regression,isolation and rejection. These defense behaviors speak in terms ofa basic
 
underlying insecurity which encompasses loneliness,anger,frustration,and self-

questioning ofcompetence. Withoutthe familiar props,cues,and clues ofcultural
 
understanding,the individual becomes disoriented,afraid of,and alienated from the
 
things that he knows and understands(Adler, 1972). A look inside any second language
 
classroom can give us an idea ofthe anxieties that cultural shock fosters inside the
 
students.
 
Culture shock can be viewed as a profound cross-cultural learning experience that
 
leads to a high degree ofself-awareness and personal growth. "A cross-cultural learning
 
experience can be defined as a set ofsituations or circumstances involving intereultural
 
communication in which the individual,as a result ofthe experiences,becomes aware of
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his own growth,learning,and change. Asa result ofthe culture shock process,the
 
individual has gained a new perspective on himself,and has come to understand his own
 
identity in terms significant to himself. The cross-cultural learning experience,
 
additionally,takes place when the individual encounters a different culture and as a result
 
(a)examines the degree to which he is influenced by his own culture,and(b)understand
 
the culturally derived values,attitudes,and outlooks ofother people"(Bateson,1972,p.
 
211).
 
Social Distance
 
Social distance refers to the cognitive and affective proximity oftwo cultures,
 
which come into contact within an individual. Schumaim's(1978)hypothesis is that the
 
greater the social distance betweentwo cultures,the greater the difficulty the learner will
 
have in learning the second language,and conversely,the smaller the social distance(the
 
greater the social solidarity betweentwo cultures),the better will be the language
 
learning situation.
 
Intercultural Perspective
 
In looking at culture,we must acknowledging cultural differences. An important
 
goal oflanguage teaching is communicative competence and realizing that languages
 
differ greatly in patterns and norms ofinteraction. Teaching culture in the classroom
 
through the use ofauthentic points ofview,which can identify similarities or differences
 
in culture. The presentation ofculture should be a view oflife as seen from within the
 
new speech community and whatis importantin the target culture(Valdes,1986).
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Intercultural perspective ofEnglish language teaching should have these basic
 
understandings oflanguage and eulture. Languages cannot be translated word for word
 
and the tone ofa speaker carries meaning. Each language and culture employs gestures
 
and body movements,whieh convey meaning. Languages use different grammatical
 
elements for describing all part ofthe physical world. All cultures have taboo topics and
 
in personal relationships,the terms for addressing people vary among languages(Valdes,
 
1986).
 
Tf^rbniques for Teaching Cultural Awareness
 
There are many methods ofteaching cultural awareness;afew will be presented here.
 
The comparison method begins with a discussion with a presentation ofone or more
 
items in the target culture that are different from the students'culture. The discussion
 
centers on why these differences mightcause problems. The cultural assimilator is a
 
briefdescription ofa critical incident ofcross-cultural interaction that might be
 
misunderstood by the students. After the description,students are given four possible
 
explanationsfrom which to choose the correct one. In the culture capsule,the teacher
 
gives a briefpresentation showing one essential difference between an American and a
 
foreign custom. It is accompanied by visuals, which illustrate the difference and a setof
 
questions to stimulate class discussion. Dramainvolves students in cross-cultural
 
misunderstandings by having selected students act out a series ofshort scenes on a
 
misinterpretation ofsomething that happens in the target culture. The cause ofthe
 
problem is clarified in the final scene, Total Physical Response employs a listening
 
exercise,with a carefully constructed list oforal commandsto which students respond.
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The commands are arranged in an order that will cause students to act out a cultural
 
experience. The Cultural Island is essentially a culture island through the use ofposters,
 
pictures,bulletin boards designed to attract student attention,eliciting questions and
 
comments(Hughes,1984).
 
Cultural Learning
 
Jacobson(1996)commentsthat there is little agreementabout what constitutes
 
international and intercultural knowledge,there is even less agreement about how it
 
should be imparted:so teachers are left to their own devices when it comesto the
 
classroom. "Therefore learning a new culture falls somewhat outside traditional
 
classroom-oriented conceptualization oflearning,and that such learning is not easily
 
quantifiable;however,beyond these points,there is little agreementon whatexactly
 
constitutes learning"(Jacobson, 1996,p. 15). Teaming a new culture can be a teaming
 
experience by sharing a way ofmaking sense. Sharing in how others make sense of
 
things withoutthe benefit ofa shared history and adding new cultural competencies,
 
without abandoning old ones. Recognizing how others make sense does not require that
 
we take on the culture butinteracting in ways that make sense to them. Cultural learning
 
is fitting and successfully negotiating one's way in the host culture(Jacobson,1996).
 
"Adaptation to change,then,implies leaming new waysto assign meaning and value to
 
events that appear,at least in some ways,meaningless or irrational; similarly,learning a
 
culture meansleaming new waysofmaking sense and appreciating value"(Jacobson,
 
1996,p. 15). The outcome ofsome ofthese changes can include alterations in
 
consciousness and changed lives.
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Jacobson(1996)commentsthat"A new culture motivates and informs learning,
 
providing the backdrop against which teaming occurs and the standard against which it is
 
measured: butthe process ofentering into others'waysofinterpreting the world remains
 
distinctfrom those ofothers,as though individuals immersed in a new contest must
 
somehow remain distinct and abstracted from it in order to leam"(p. 15). As students
 
learn the intricacies ofthe new culture,achange comes over the way they view the target
 
culture and how they interact with the language and its uses.
 
"T earning a culture,then,means learning a new way ofmaking sense of
 
experience;atthe same time,making sense ofexperience is rooted in self-concept, while
 
self-concept is rooted in the contexts ofrelationships in which it is being formed.
 
Learners are gaining not only particular knowledge and skills, but also a changed sense of
 
identity through the social relations oflearning. Learning a new culture is at leastin part
 
learning a new self(Jacobson,1996,p. 15). Culture has an integral part in language
 
learning and must be taught as part ofthe curriculum in order for the students to get a
 
total picture ofthe target language.
 
The five parts ofthe review ofliterature are pieces ofthe whole picture in second
 
language acquisition. When they are combined together,they show a picture ofhigh
 
anxiety and stress. They show that cultural values have a definite effecton motivation
 
and learning and there are many waysto teach languages. These separate pieces give
 
glimpses ofhow second language acquisition has fared in the past and how it could be for
 
the future.
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CHAPTERTHREE:THEORETICAL MODEL
 
This proposed theoretical model takes the factors that students bring with them to
 
the classroom such as anxiety,motivation,and personal learning style and mergesthem
 
with the techniques ofincorporating culture,teaching ofstrategies,and cooperative
 
learning to come up with the outcomes ofthe classroom. Some outcomes will be easily
 
measurable such as test performance and language proficiency,while language
 
enjoyment will be harder to assess.The following figure showsthe model as it flows
 
from the factors that students bring with them to the classroom,to the classroom *
 
techniques thatthe teachers can use,to the outcomes ofthe classroom.
 
Test Language
Outcomes
 Enjoyment
 
Performance Proficiency
 
Cooperative
 
Learning
 
Classroom Teaching of
 
Strategies
Techniques
 
Incorporating
 
Culture
 
Personal
 
Motivation
Individual Anxiety
 Learning Style
 
Factors
 
Figure 1.Theoretical Model
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Explanation ofthe Model
 
Individual Factors
 
This model proposes that students bring with them a plethora ofindividual factors
 
to the classroom,which the teacher has to deal with in order to create a learner-friendly
 
environmentin the classroom. Each factor will be summarized in turn.
 
Anxietv. Anxiety aboutlanguage learning can affect students learning in the
 
classroom and also affects their attitudes towards the language learning process. A little
 
bit ofstress and anxiety is good for the learning process,but when it becomes excessive,
 
then it can adversely affect the students'learning abilities.
 
Motivation. The motivation that students bring with them to the classroom can
 
help or hinder them,depending upon the amountthatthey bring with them. High
 
motivation can help them to overcome obstacles that get in their way and give them the
 
determination to learn. Ifthey don't have enough motivation they can be overcome by
 
the smallest obstacle in their path and then give up on language learning.
 
Personal learning stvle. By the time students have reached secondary school they
 
have established a learning style oftheir own. It is the responsibility ofthe teacher to
 
find out whatthat style is,and to use strategies that are matched to the learning styles of
 
the students.
 
Classroom Techniques
 
Incorporating culture. Language,culture,and thought are considered parts ofa
 
whole;therefore the teaching oflanguage withoutteaching the culture it represents is an
 
incomplete education. The teaching ofthe target culture mustbe incorporated into the
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teaching ofthe target language in order for the students to get acomplete picture ofthe
 
language and its usage.
 
The first phase when one encoimters a new culture is very important. Motivation
 
is very strong atthe beginning oflanguage learning;this is also when culture shock is
 
first encountered. A great deal oflanguage learning must be accomplished within this
 
period in order for the learner to reach a level ofcommunicative competence. In this
 
phase,it is very importantto instill a positive orientation towardsthe language and a
 
desire to identify with the targetlanguage. This can help in promoting the acquisition of
 
the target language.
 
Teachers must acknowledge cultural differences and realize that language cannot
 
be taught word for word. Languages have their own gestures and body movements,some
 
ofwhich are taboo; moreover the terms used in addressing people are very important.
 
The presentation ofculture must be authentic and highlightthe similarities and
 
differences in culture. All languages are social in nature. This can be used in the
 
classroom as a way ofpresenting the different ways that cultures influence society.
 
Teaching ofstrategies. Learning strategies are methods used by the learners to
 
help them in the acquisition ofskills and knowledge. The learner activates these
 
strategies to encode and retrieve information from their memory. These mental
 
techniques are used to organize and elaborate on information,activate study strategies,
 
and cope with learning anxieties. The leamer uses a variety ofstrategies to organize,
 
implement,monitor,and adjust their teaming. The more strategies that they have in their
 
repertoire,the better equipped they are to control their own learning. Self-regulated
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learning and study strategies can improve academic achievement. The more successful
 
they are in managing their study time,the better they are able to prepare for and take tests
 
One way for teachers to compensate for students'lack ofa repertoire ofstrategies
 
is for them to use strategic teaching,which is instruction in learning how to learn. The
 
teacher models and guides the students in the use oflearning strategies. Another is to
 
promote higher student academic achievementthrough personalized learning.
 
Personalized lessons use prior knowledge to help develop schemata ontwo different
 
levels,both age and stage ofdevelopment are critical factors in considering learning
 
strategies.
 
Learners tend to use the easiest or mostfamiliar strategies instead ofwhat is the
 
most appropriate for the instructional task;therefore,giving them additional strategies
 
such as note taking,grouping,and structured review can give them a variety ofchoices to
 
more effectively use their study time. Learning strategy instruction can affect retention
 
and achievementoflow-achieving students,and provide an opportimity to succeed in
 
previously frustrating academic areas.
 
Cooperative learning. Cooperative learning is a carefully structured and
 
organized learning method that can help learners to interact with each other and help each
 
other to leam. The teacher becomes afacilitator oflearning and assists the students in
 
improving their interactions. In cooperative learning there are many techniques that can
 
be utilized depending upon the needs ofthe class and the limitations ofthe teacher.These
 
techniques can motivate students and help them along in the learning process.
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Cooperative learning in the second language classroom provides increased
 
opportunities for interactions among the students and more practice time in the areas of
 
speaking and listening. It also contributes to increased motivation,interest,and more
 
positive attitudes toward the target language and classmates.
 
Cooperative learning transforms ateacher-centered classroom into a student-

centered environment where students can interact with one another and practice within
 
the group setting. This takes the pressure offthe students to perform in the classroom
 
and allowsthem the freedom oflearning with less anxiety and more self-esteem. The
 
focus is on the conveying and receiving ofauthentic messages,noton copying the words
 
ofthe teacher. Authentic interaction isjvhat is needed to bring outthe meaningful
 
exchanges ofinformation that is learning. The chiefelements ofcooperative learning are
 
positive interdependence,individual accountability,collaborative skills,and group
 
processing.
 
Teachers must arrange their classrooms to accommodate cooperative learning.
 
The classroom setting itselfmust be conducive to learning and students can be made to
 
feel thatthey can interact without pressure and stress. Students must be given specific
 
instructions in order to acquire the skills ofthe activity. They mustbe held accountable
 
for working cooperatively and evaluated individually and as a group on their progress.
 
The dynamicsofthe small group allowsfor equitable participation among the students.
 
Outcomes
 
There are a variety ofoutcomes that are possiblefrom classroom learning. Each
 
one in the model will be discussed in turn.
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Test performance. Both students and teachers expect measurable results,those
 
that show up on tests. However higher test performance is only one ofthe outcomes of
 
this model.
 
Language proficiency. An increase in language proficiency is also is a
 
measurable result and can befound both in test results and in increased classroom skills.
 
Eniovmentofthe target language. Enjoymentis not as easily measurable except
 
through observations,questionnaires,and performance evaluations. It is found in the
 
higher motivations ofthe students as they are observed in the classroom where animated
 
conversations are going on among students and learning is taking place. When students
 
are able to enjoy their language classes,greater learning takes place along with a deeper
 
enjoymentofthe language itself.
 
This modelcovers the individual factors that students bring with them to the
 
classroom. Itthen takes those individual factors and combines classroom techniques to
 
come up with the outcomes ofthe classroom. These outcomes oftest performance,
 
language proficiency,and enjoyment ofthe language tell us how well the students have
 
learned the target language.
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CHAPTERFOUR:DESIGN OFCURRICULUM
 
Method ofDesign
 
The design ofthe curriculum is derived from the research presented in Chapter
 
Two,the literature review,and is used to operationalizC the theory outlined in Chapter
 
Three. This design follows the conceptthat,the individual factors brought by the
 
students to the classroom can be used to tailor the curriculum to better enhance the
 
learning environmentfor the students. The classroom techniques ofincorporating
 
culture,teaching ofstrategies,and the use ofcooperative learning are integrated into the
 
curriculum. These techniques are intertwined with other accepted methods ofteaching to
 
come up with an enhanced design thattakes the positive parts ofthe classroom
 
environment and adds the language learning enhancements that are found in
 
contemporary literature. This design takes the idea that students are a product oftheir
 
environment and uses thatidea to enhance their learning. It also takes the students own
 
culture into consideration when designing the curriculum and arranges the classroom into
 
a more learner-friendly environment.
 
Description ofTeaching Unit
 
This unit covers the area ofhealth by focusing on three major areas ofscrutiny:
 
the areas ofdiet and nutrition,exercise and fitness,and stress. The target level is the EFL
 
secondary school student with an intermediate level ofEnglish.
 
The unit is set up to use many differenttechniques ofteaching,including Total
 
Physical Response,group-work,and basic lecturing. Cooperative learning is used from
 
the beginning so thatthe students can get used to working together. The topic that was
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chosen,health,is something that they can relate to in their daily lives but also lends itself
 
to active listening. Total Physical Response is used in the form ofexercises in Lesson2
 
as they test each other for fitness. In addition to exercise and fitness,the lessons cover
 
stress and waysofdealing with stress. Stress is dealt with in a group setting in order to
 
encourage students to participate by incorporating inputfrom their own lives. This is the
 
perfect setting to introduce differences in culture and how eultures differ in dealing with
 
stress. When students can concentrate onthe content,then legitimate communication
 
becomes a part oflearning. They are then given ways to deal with stress by learning
 
proper breathing and the use oflaughter.
 
Each lesson ineludes vocabulary words whose meaning can be found in the lesson
 
instead ofin the dictionary. The unit ends with the importance ofdiet and nutrition in
 
their lives and the differences in dietin different cultures. This last part encourages
 
critical thinking on the part ofthe students to getthem to think in English.
 
Strategic teaching will be used to teach the strategies oflearning. One strategy
 
will be emphasized within each unit to help the students to enlarge their toolbox of
 
learning tools. This strategy will be reinforced during each class period to help the
 
students become familiar with the strategy and to be able to use it on a daily basis.
 
How Theory Fits the Lessons
 
The unit uses the classroom techniques expounded upon in the literature review
 
and theorizedin Chapter Three. Several different classroom techniques are used to cover
 
the many personal learning styles ofthe students. Differing learning styles tend to allow
 
the students to leam at different speeds,therefore using several different classroom
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techniques helps to cover the many ways oflearning featured in the second language
 
classroom. The three basic learning styles; auditory,visual,and kinesthetic, are covered
 
by the differenttechniques used in this unit. Total Physical Response(TPR)helps the
 
kinesthetic learner by using a total body approach to learning,and motivates students to
 
see learning as more thanjustreading and writing but as a total body experience. The
 
visual learner is addressed by the many handouts and visual representations that are
 
available in the unit. The auditory learner can follow the classroom lectures and the
 
many directions available in a cooperative learning situation.
 
The anxiety level may be high in the second language classroom in the beginning,
 
butby using cooperative learning,the anxiety level may be lowered as students learn to
 
interact with each other. A higher level ofcommunicative competence can be reached as
 
students learn together. Asthe levels ofstudents'interactions rise,the anxiety level will
 
become lower. As students become familiar with each other and classroom procedures,
 
they will accept the group concept oflearning,which lowers the pressures to perform in
 
the classroom and will acceptthe responsibility for their own learning. Cooperative
 
learning is assessed individually and as a group;this builds group cohesiveness and
 
interdependence as students help each other to reach their goals as a group.
 
The affect ofthe classroom environmentand the attitudes ofthe teachers
 
themselves on the motivations ofthe students had been shown in the literature review to
 
be related. This can be used inside the classroom to create a more learner-friendly
 
environment. The grouping ofstudents inside the classroom can make it easier for the
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students to participate in cooperative learning and foster more interaction among the
 
students.
 
The topic in this unit waschosen as aform ofmotivation for the students because
 
oftheir familiarity with stress and health in their own lives. Whenthe content is of
 
interest to the students,they can overcome obstacles in their way and are more motivated
 
to learn. The literature on cooperative learning has already shown that motivation is
 
higher when students work in a group;this leads to lower anxiety levels. The unit uses
 
this philosophy inside the lessons where the students are grouped in pairs,small groups,
 
and individually to work towards acommon goal.
 
The design ofthe unitfollows the theory that is presented in Chapter Three. This
 
design takes the individual factors that students bring with them to the classroom and
 
tailors the curriculum to enhance the learning environment. Various accepted methods of
 
teaching are intertwined with techniques ofincorporating culture,teaching ofstrategies,
 
and the use ofcooperative learning to enhance the classroom learning environment. This
 
unitfollows that design to lower students'language anxieties,and to make the classroom
 
more learner friendly.
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CHAPTERFIVE;ASSESSMENT
 
The basis ofassessments for the instructional unitcomesfrom the contentofthe
 
lessons. Assessment is an integral part ofinstruction and different methods and
 
instruments are incorporated as partofthe assessment process. Each assessmentfocuses
 
on the developmentofa different skill overarange ofabilities. Assessmentoccurs
 
continuously asthe learning process continues. Assessmentofability is over a variety of
 
contexts.
 
The assessment program covers whatthe student actually does in the classroom
 
and over an extended period oftime. This results in a more comprehensive picture ofthe
 
learning process. Students are active participants in the assessment process,by meansof
 
self-assessments,peer assessments,andformative asssessments in oral discussions and
 
written discourse. This assessment process contributes to the understanding ofthe
 
students'progress within the classroom. Authentic assessment is,and always will be,
 
partofthe learning process where it supports learning with continuous updates on the
 
progress ofthe students and on the strengths and weaknessesofthe program. Because
 
students are partofthe assessment process,they will be moreinformed and will have
 
greater inputin their own education.
 
UnitAssessment
 
The assessments in this imitcoverthe five developmental skills: speaking,
 
listening,reading,writing,and content(asshown in Table 5)that are partofevery
 
classroom. The unit starts with a lesson on exercise and fitness and tests word
 
recognition and reading comprehension. Students'prior knowledge ofphysical fitness is
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used to create a master fitness plan for the students. Peer assessment is used to evaluate
 
the students' master fitness plan.
 
Lesson6
 
Covered (Yes/No) (Yes/No) (Yes/No) (Yes/No) (Yes/No) (Yes/No)
 
Activities Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson3 Lesson4 Lesson5
 
Yes
Content Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
 
Writing Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
 
Speaking No Yes Yes No No Yes
 
Listening Yes No Yes No Yes No
 
Reading Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
 
Table 5. Assessment Matrix
 
The following lessons use a variety ofassessmenttools such as oral assessment,
 
visual assessment,peer assessment,self-assessment,spelling tests, listening
 
comprehension tests, writing assessments,and reading comprehension tests to evaluate
 
the students'progress in this unit. The students are actively involved in learning and
 
assessing themselves and each other as they progress through this unit. The focus ofthis
 
unit is to have the students so actively involved in individual and group activities that the
 
language used becomes actively acquired. When the lesson incorporates prior knowledge
 
as part ofthe opening phases,second language learners are more actively involved in the
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lesson. The lesson thus engages students in the task involved rather than in the learning
 
ofdecontextualized language.
 
The assessments in this unit cover a wide variety ofareas and outcomes. The
 
students are kept up to date on their progress,so they can play an integral role in the
 
assessment process and have control oftheir own educational progress. Traditional
 
testing is combined with group and individual assessments to get a complete picture of
 
the students'progress in the classroom.
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APPENDIX A:UNITPLAN
 
This unit covers the area ofhealth by focusing on three major areas ofscrutiny.
 
The areas ofdiet and nutrition,exercise and fitness,and stress are covered in this uriit.
 
The target level is the EFL high school with an intermediate level ofEnglish.
 
The unit is set up to use many differenttechniques ofteaching,including total
 
physical response,basic lecturing,and group-work. Cooperative learning is used in the
 
beginning so thatthe students can get used to working together. With the appropriate
 
topic. Total Physical Response is used in the form ofexercises in Lesson Two to testfor
 
fitness. From exercise and fitness the topic shifts to stress and ways ofdealing with
 
stress. Stress is dealt within a group setting encouraging students to participate by asking
 
for inputfrom their own lives. Students are then given waysto deal with stress by
 
teaching them proper breathing and the use oflaughter to combat stress.
 
Each lesson includes vocabulary words whose meanings can be found in the
 
lesson instead ofthe dictionary and a learning strategy is introduced to the students. Last
 
but not leastthe final topic ofthe unit is the importance ofdiet and nutrition in their lives.
 
This final lesson uses more critical thinking onthe part ofthe students to getthem to
 
think in English. Thus,the uniton health becomesthought-provoking and personal.
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Lesson 1 — Exercise and Fitness
 
Objectives-	To describe the kinds ofphysical fitness and the importance ofeach.
 
To match different kinds ofactivities to the type offitness
 
To make afitness plan
 
Introduction-Ask students ifthey know whatfitness is and how many ofthem think
 
thatthey are in good shape.
 
Vocabulary:cardiovascular,muscular,flexibility, strength,and fitness. Introduee the
 
learning strategy ofguessing the meaning ofwords from the contextofthe words.
 
Task Chain 1-Focus Sheets 1A&IB will give information on fitness and parts ofthe
 
body affected by fitness. This reading exercise willfocus on fitness vocabulary and
 
reading comprehension. Focus Sheets IC&ID will cover the benefits offitness.
 
Assessment-Test Sheet 1 will be used to test the students' word recognition hnd reading
 
comprehension ofthe articles given to them on the different kinds offitness.
 
Task Chain 2-Students will be and given Focus Sheets IE,IF, & IG.Their
 
assignment will be to match the different kinds ofactivities to the type offitness
 
promoted.
 
Assessment-Test Sheet2will be used to test the students the knowledge offitness
 
aetivities and their affect on the body.Test Sheet2will cover objectives 1 &2.
 
Task Chain3-Students will be paired up and given Foeus Sheet IH&Work Sheet 1.
 
Their assignment will be to make a fitness plan from the materials given that fits their
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interests and focuses on whatis needed for their health and well being. They will be
 
given a fitness checklist.
 
Peer Assessment-Each team will fill in Work Sheet 1 as their master plan to get into
 
shape.This sheet will be their schedule ofphysical activities, which mostfits their needs
 
and is conducive to their lifestyle and to see ifthey see the importance ofbeing
 
physically fit. (Each team must meetthe criteria given on the fitness plan)
 
Communication Challenge-Go over vocabulary wordsto see ifthe students are now
 
familiar with the terms used in this lesson.
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Focus Sheet lA
 
Types of Fitness
 
How fit are you? 
shoulder 
Physical fitness is important 
for good health. When you are 
physically fit, your body is in good 
condition. VVlicn you are healthy, 
your body lets you do the things 
you want to do and need to do. 
elbow 
lungs 
m 
r^: 
hearf 
muscles 
m 
r.m 
7^t"vfi 
m§ 
LEARN LANGUAGE 
Chamot,Cummins,Kessler, 
O'Malley.&Fillmore. 1997 
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Focus SheetIB
 
Five different kinds of fitness are important
 
for good health.
 
'Stf?. I
 
^^^'oyascular fitn^
 
fitness. "''"9 your cardhvastji^f^'^ °''
 
P'ex/bH/ty^^
 
4«;""
 
^^''^"Qthisthean,

produce. When "^f^^ceyour m
 
"mountoff„.
 
-"Wh CfaT''""'^'"t- Clfu°"'''""^­
^carrv ita ^ your bodv h^ ^ove
 
l^Think About It
 
health • LEARN LANGUAGE
 
Chamot,etal,1997
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Focus SheetIC
 
THE BENEFITS OF FITNESS
 
when you exercise, your body's systems begin to work together. Vigorous

^ercsriX prepare the lungs and heart to take in and distribute oxygen(O,)
SacSe musdeTThe elfecrive use of O,results in more staurma, better
 
resistance to disease,and a younger, more vibrant ®^
 
ntore lit, you'll irotice other beirefrts,too-such as
 
esteem,better ability to handle stress, attd an improved quality ot lile.
 
r-f
 
es	 Your O2Connection
 
Oxygen is life itself.In order to come alive,
 
you had to breathe oxygen.In order to stay

alive, you need to continue taking in o*y8^Ji
 
and distributhig it througliout your body.When
 
you're unfit, your body doesn't use oxygen

efficiently. Regular exercise enhances your

ability to use oxygen more efficiently.
 
Your O2intake
 
When you are unfit,even mild exertion will
 
make you huff and puff. It's not because your
 
OV
 lungs are inadequate.It is the inability of your

body,particularly your muscles,to use oxygen
 
efficiently.
 
Your O2Pump
 
A neglected heart can fall into disrepair.It can
 
only pump a lesser amountof blood,and with
C*tOf
 
exertion it has to overwork to keep up with
m
 
the body's demand for oxygen.A strong heart
 
doesn't have to work as hard since it can pump
 
3i:
 more blood per beat.
 
Your O2Circulatory System
 
when you don't getenough exercise,fatty

deposits can clog your blood vessels and reduce
 
theflow of blood and Oj.Exercise increases the
 
resiliency of your arteries, decreases fat levels
 
in the blood,and helps prevent theformation of
 
blood clots that may interfere with circulation.
 
»vcs
 
Puglizevitch&Ryan,1995
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Focus SheetID
 
A Stronger You
 
Muscle that is underused and out of condition
 
does not make use of O2as well as fit inus­
cle. Moreover,when you don't use a muscle,
 
it shrinks and becomes more prone to injury.
 
As you gradually ask more from your mus
 
cles, tiiey will grow stronger,firmer,and
 
more resilient.
 
A Firmer You m
 
Without adequate exercise, muscles lose tiieir
 
tone.Fat can accumulate in and around the
 
muscle bundles. Fatty deposits can build up
 
under the skin,causing it to stretcli and dini­
ple. Exercise can help eliminate fat deposits by

reducing the overall total amount of body fat.
 
A More Enduring You
 
Deconditioned muscles have difficulty
 
obtaining the oxygen they need to work cffi­
ceritly.They tire outsooner than fit muscles
 
do.An unfit body is more prone to hijury and
 
wears out faster than a fit one.A conditioned
 
body has a better chance to keep going mile m
 
after mile, year after year.
 
A Happier,Healthier You
 
A fit body that can take in and use O2effi­
cieiitly is full of vitality. Being fit can make
 
you proud of how you look and imparta sense
 
of self-esteem. It also bolsters the body's

natural resistance to disease. Another plus:
 
exercise is a natural antidote to anger,depres
 
sion, anxiety,and stress.
 
O2Adds Life ,i ui
 
Fitness sets off a healthy chain reaction: you'll want to stay trnn and healthy
WTatLg^ notsmoking,and maintainingideal body werght-all changes

that will add useful and productive years to your life.
 
Puglizevitch St Ryan,1995
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Test Sheet 1
 
Name
 
Language Assessment
 
A. Lxibel fhe ports of the body. Use the words in the box.
 
elbow heort lung muscle 

B.Drow linesfrom the kinds offitness to their meonings.
 
Kinds of Fitness
 
I. cordiovosculor fitness
 
2. musouior enduronce
 
3.flexibility
 
4.strength
 
5.body fotness
 
Chamot,et at,1997
 
shoulder
 
Meanings '
 
0.how eosily you con move
 
your joints
 
b.how strong your heort
 
ond lungs ore
 
0.how much force your
 
musclescon produce
 
d.the omount offot in your
 
body
 
e.how long you con use
 
your muscles without
 
getting tired
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FocusSheetIE
 
Health Fitness
 
Physical Guilds Guilds Suilds Suilds Helps Control|
 
Activities Cardiovascular Muscular Muscular Flexibility Fatness
Fitness Strength Endurance
 
[3icycling	 excellent foir good poor excellent i
 
excellent foir good good excellent 1
Pance, Aerobic
 
(3ymnosties foir excellent excellent excellent foir 1
 
Hiking good foir/good excellent foir good 1
 
Jogging excellent poor good poor excellent|
 
Judo/Koroto poor foir foir foir poor 1
 
Roller Skoting foir/good poor foir poor foir/good|
 
Swiniining excellent foir good foir excellent
foir foir 1
Weight Lifting poor excellent good
 
Write About it
 
List the physical activities you do. Write how often you
 
do them. Next to each,write the kind of fitness it
 
helps to build.
 
Look at your list. Is there one fitness area you need to ; 
improve? Plan an activity or exercise that will help •• ■< 
build that kind of fitness. Decide how often you will v " 
do the activity and when you will do it. . ' 
HEALTH • USE LANGUAGE 
Chamot, et al, 1997 
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Focus SheetIF
 
A BALANCED FITNESS PROGRAM
 
Now you know it's safe for you to get moving with a fitness program.Try

following the cycle of exercises below at least three times a week.You'll
 
likely notice animprovementin how youlook and feel within afew months.
 
A balanced fitness program focuses on all the different muscle groups.It also
 
promotes endurance,flexibility, and strength.
 
Warm-ups(5 miimlcs)greatly reduce your risk of
 
injury during exercise. Mild stretching or simple calis
 
thenics warm up your muscles and joints. This prepares
 
your body for more intense exercise. Whatever activity

you'll be doing,start out at a lower intensity. If you're

going for a jog, ease into it by walking.If you're going
 
biking, begin by riding slowly.
 
Aerobic exercise(20-30 minutes),such as walking,
 
jogging, cycling,or swimming,stimulates and conditions
 
the heart and lungs.You'll get results by doing aerobic
 
exercise at least20 minutes a day.Do enough to reach
 
your target heart rate. Exercise often enough to maintain
 
fitness(at least3times a week on alternate days).To get
 
the full benefits of exercise, try to exercise3 to 5 times a
 
week.Of all the things you can do to become fit, aerobic
 
exercise is the key.
 
Muscle strengthening(10-15 minutes)tones all
 
your major muscle groups and provides strength and
 
endurance. Fitness centers have special equipment to
 
work each muscle group.You can also exercise at home,

using weights or the resistance of your own body weight
 
(with crunches or pushups).But don'tfocus on just one or
 
two muscle groups.Devote equal time to all of the body's
 
muscle groups for balanced tone.
 
Cool-down exercises(5-iO minutes)are similar to
 
warm-ups.First, ease your body to a lower level of activity

following the aerobic workout.Then,promote flexibility
 
in your muscles and joints with stretches. When your

body is already warm from exercise, muscles are pliable,
 
more responsive to stretching,and less prone to injury.
 
Stretching is also helpful in managing stress.
 
Total Exercise Time:40-60 minutes
 
Set aside a convenient time to exercise. Exercise regularly,
 
at least3times a week.Alternate days.You might slip

off your schedule at times.But don't fall behind on the
 
aerobic exercise if at all possible. If you do,try to get back
 
on your schedule as soon as you can.
 
Puglizevitch&Ryan,1995
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Focus SheetIG
 
WARM-UPS
 
Your body,like your car, needs to warm up to run well. Warm-up

exercises prepare you for an aerobic workout.Include calisthenics
 
such as light stretches,jogging in place,or skipping rope.Tailor your

routine to yourown needs.Here are some of the more common
 
warm-up exercises.
 
Overhead stretch. Stand with your feet hip-

distance apart.Bend your knees slightly. Pretend you re
 
climbing up a rope,reaching straight up with your leit
 
arm,then your right. Repeat5 times.
 
Walking or jogging in place.As a warm-up,

lift the heels of your feet up and down.Walking or
 
marching in place is a great warm-up,too.Swing your

elbows,keeping them close to your body. If you are an
 
active person,jog for a minute or two,or until you start
 
breathing deeper and faster.
 
c.
 
Calf stretch.Stand with your left foot close to the
 
wall and right foot well back.Bend your left leg and lean
 
toward the wall, keeping your right leg straight.Do this
 
until you feel a stretch in the calf.Hold 5-8 seconds.
 
Repeat4-5 times,then switch legs.Then,to warm up
 
the Achilles tendon,simply bend both knees.When you

stretch, try to relax and breathe deeply.
 
Knee-to-chest/ pull. Stand against a wall, with your
 
body balanced. Raise one knee toward your chest and
 
grasp it behind the thigh with your hands.Hold the
 
position for3-5 seconds.Switch to the other knee.
 
Repeat the stretch4 more times on both sides.
 
Puglizevitch&Ryan,1995
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TestSheet2
 
Fill in the blanks(1 point each)
 
Parts ofBody Types ofFitness Examples ofActivity
 
1.
 
2.
 
3.
 
4.
 
5.
 
6.
 
7.
 
8.
 
9.
 
10.
 
True-False Questions(2 points each)
 
1. The effective use ofO2results in more stamina. T F
 
2. Regular exercise enhances your ability to use O2more efficiently. T F
 
3. Exercise increases depression,anxiety,and stress. T F
 
4. Fatty deposits can build up underthe skin and dimple. T F
 
5. Exercise decreases fat levels in the blood. T F
 
Criteria=80%passing
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 Focus SheetIH
 
Make a fitness plan.
 
To be fit, you must exercise at least
 
• 3times a week
 
20 minutes each time
 
The activities on<the chart are good activities
 
to do all your life. Each activity helps to build
 
different kinds of fitness. The chart tells which
 
kind of fitness goes with each activity.
 
Chamot,etal, 1997
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Work Sheet1
 
Name
 
MyPlan
 
Kind of Fitness
Physical Activities How Often?
 
the Activity Puiids
I Po
 
Complete the sentences.
 
I would like to Improve this fitness area:
 
I will use this activity: !
 
I will do it timesa week.
 
This is the time I plan to do it:
 
d
 OS
 
Chamot,etal,1997
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Fitness Check List
 
Activity Yes/No
 
Able to find pulse and(RHR)Resting Heart Rate
 
Able to do the Step Hop
 
Able to find the(THR)TargetHeartRate
 
Fitness plan -3times a week/for 20 minutes each time
 
(Must meetthe criteria on the fitness plan)
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Lesson2— Fitness Testing
 
Objectives-To know how to test for physical fitness.
 
Introduetion-Whatdo they consider whenthey think ofbeing fit? Doesthis fit with
 
whatis generally known about physical fitness?
 
Vocabulary:aerobic,anaerobic,exercises,stretch,bend,and raise. Go over the learning
 
strategy ofguessing the meaning ofwordsfrom the context ofthe words.
 
Task Chain 1-Students will be paired up in this exercise to test each other for physical
 
fitness. This will entail the students doing an exercise while their partners testthem for
 
their fitness;then the roles will be switched until all students are tested for fitness.
 
Modeling ofexercises and Focus Sheets2A&2B will give instructions on how to testfor
 
fitness.
 
Assessment-The teacher will walk among the students to make sure thatthey are
 
testing each other correctly. An oral assessmentcan be taken by asking the studentsfor
 
the results oftheir tests by asking for ashow ofhands.
 
Task Chain2- Students will remain in pairs to find their(THR)TargetHeart Rate.
 
They will be given Focus Sheets20&2D to find out more aboutfitness and how to find
 
their target heart rates.
 
Assessment-The results ofthe testing will be discussed in class with each team giving
 
their results and discussing the merits ofthe test. Finding their Maximum Heart Rate,
 
Resting HeartRate,and TargetZone to find their TargetHeart Rate will bethe criteria
 
for this test.
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Task Chain3-This task willfocus on word recognition and critical thinking ability
 
through the use ofa fitness erossword puzzle. Work Sheet2will be handed outto
 
students to do in elass individually. This task is its own self-assessment.
 
Assessment-Review testing proceduresfor fitness and vocabulary words. Spelling test
 
over Lessons 1 &2.
 
Communication Challenge - Review the vocabulary words used in the lessons while it
 
is still fresh in their minds. Go over what wasdone in this lesson and how it affeetsthem
 
in their own lives.
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Focus Sheet2A
 
Steps to Fitness
 
Tesr your cardiovascular fifness.
 
Cardiovascular fitness increases your energy
 
level. It helps you stay active for longer
 
periods of time without tiring.
 
Do this activity to test your cardiovascular
 
fitness.
 
^Things You Need
 
a walcli or clock willi a second hand,
 
or a stopwatch
 
1.Run in picice for 1 minute. Take 2 steps
 
each seconds. This is 120 steps in all.
 
2. Rest for 1 minute.
 
3.Feel your pulse. Count your heart rate
 
fur 30 seconds.
 
If you are fit, you will count fewer than 75
 
heartbeats.
 
Do an aerobic exercise.
 
Many people do aerobic exercises to build
 
cardiovascular fitness. Your heart is a muscle.
 
Aerobics lielp exercise your heart.
 
Read the directions for Step Hop and try it.
 
1.On count 1, step forward with your right foot
 
Chamot,etal., 1997
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Focus Sheet2B
 
M
 
2.On count 2, step forward 3.On count 3, step forward
 
with your left foot. with your right foot.
 
(yf.
 
»]•
 
bend
 
|Utnp
 
raise
 
5. Repeat the four
4.On count 4, hop on
 
strelch
counts, but start
 your right foot, kick
 
with your left foot.
 touch
with your left leg,
 
and clap your hands.
 
6.Do the exercise quickly in time with
 
music.
 
Talk About It
 
what other exercises
 
do you know? Show
 
them and explain how
 
to do them.
 
HEALTH • USE LANGUAGE
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Focus Sheet2C
 
FITNESS^THE INSIDE STORY
 
Fitness begins inside the muscle cell. Unfit muscle cells are unable to use
 
oxygen to make energy,so they tire out quickly. Adequate exercise increases
 
your muscle's capacity to take in and use Ojto power your movement.The
 
story of cellular fitness can be told as a tale of two furnaces: the one that is
 
starved for oxygen runs inefficiently; the one that uses oxygen runs smoothly,
 
longer, and at peak efficiency.
 
A
 
7
 
■'/T-.A 
n 
m
 
4£3Q>
 
Anaerobic metabolism means ''mak 
ing energy without oxygen." The muscle ceil 
that is forced to rely on anaerobic metabo 
lism runs inefficiently and loses energy
quickly. Just as a poorly ventilated furnace 
burns unevenly and needs a lot of kindling 
to keep going, the muscle cell must gobble 
up large quantities of glucose (sugar), pro
ducing little energy for the amount of fuel 
taken in. At the same time, it gives off acid,
which impairs functioning, like soot in the 
poorly ventilated furnace. And because the 
anaerobic mechanism can't metabolize fat, 
losing weight can be difficult. 
Aerobic metabolism is a way of mak 
ing energy by using oxygen. Aerobic exer 
cise—the kind that raises your heart rate— 
actually changes the biochemical structure 
inside the muscle cell so that it can use 
oxygen more efficiently. The aerobically
conditioned muscles can use slower-burning
"fat logs" instead of the glucose "kindling."
That means less waste, so your muscles can 
power you through a day's activities with 
plenty of endurance and reserve. Burning fat 
makes it easier to lose weight, too! 
Puglizevitch & Ryan, 1995 
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Focus Sheet2D
 
SETTING YOUR PACE
 
How do you know that you're doing aerobic exercise? You breathe deeper

and faster than normal.Your heart rate should also increase. But how far
 
should you go? Tofind your safe and most efficient level of exercise, you

need to know your target heart rate(THR).First,find your pulse and take
 
your resting heart rate. Then,fill in the chart below.By using your THR,
 
you can exercise safely.
 
Resting Heart Rate
Target Heart Rate Your Pulse
 
Your target heart rate is Try finding your pulse either Your resting heart rate(your
 pulse at your lowest level of
your safe, effective exercise on the thumb side of your
 
activity)helps you figure your
pulse,given your age and wrist, palm up, or in the
 
target heart rate. For an accu
current level of fitness. Your groove of your neck.Use your
 
first two fingers(not your rate resting heart rate, take
THR shows you're exercis
 
thumb).Press lightly and your pulse for a full minute
ing at the right pace for you.
 
practice countmg the number when you first wake up,still
This means not so hard that
 lying down.Do this two
it hurts and you get discour of beats per minute.During
 
aged,and not so easily that exercise, you can take your morningsin a row.Then
 
average the two numbers.
you don't see results. pulse for 10seconds.
 
Figure your THR here
Find Your Target Heart Rate
 
Now you are ready to find your target Everyone starts here. 220
 
heart rate. Just fill in your age,resting
 
heart rate,and target zone,and follow Subtract your age. ZD
 
the instructionsfor your 1-minuteTHR
 
This is your maximum heart rale,the
and your 10-second THR.During aerobic
 fastest your heartshould beat at your age.

exercise,take your pulse once you start
 
Subtract your resting heart rate
sweating lightly and breathing harder
 
(see paragraph above right).
(about3-5 minutesinto your workout).
 
If you're below yourTHR,you can push Choose your targetzone,based on
 
yourself a little harder.If you're above, how fit you are.Start with a lowerTHR
 
and work your way up as your fitness
slow down a bit and take it easy.
 
level Improves.Beginners use50%­ X
 
60%.Intermediate exercisers:70%-75%.
 
Competitive athletes:85%.Multiply by
 
.50,.55,.60,.70, .75, or .85.
 
Listen to your bodyfor signs of over-
 Add your resting heart rate. +
exertion when you exercise.The THR formula
 
Is only a general guide.Stop exercising and see
 
your doctor If you have pounding In your chest
 This is your 1-minute target heart
 
and a dizzy or faint feeling,or profuse sweating.
 rate(THR).Tip: Divide by6so you can
 
You might be exercising too hard if you feel
 take your pulse for 10seconds during
 
fatigued or have sore muscles long after exercise.
 
Puglizevitch&Ryan,1995
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WorkSheet!
 
Name 
Fitness Puzzle 
Fill in the puzzle with the words below. 
BEND 
CARDIOVASCULAR FITNESS 
FOOT 
FORWARD 
JUMP 
LEFT 
RAISE 
RIGHT 
STEP 
STREFCH 
TOUCH 
0 V A C A T N
 C A D
 
Chamot,et al., 1997
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Spelling Test1&2
 
1 Pointeach
 
1.	 is how easily you can move yourjoints.
 
2.	 describes how strong your heart and lungs are.
 
3.	 How muchforce your muscles can produce is
 
4.	 The amountoffatin your body is
 
5.	 describes how long you can use your muscles without
 
getting tired.
 
6.	 is flexing ofthe leg atthe kneejoint
 
7.	 You ; your hand before answering a question in class.
 
8.	 Warm-ups before exercise is a good way to your muscles.
 
9.	 You bend over to your toes to testfor flexibility.
 
10.	 The Hop,Skip,and a is an Olympic event.
 
Criteria=80% passing
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Lesson3— Stress
 
Objectives-To list and describe the common causes ofstress.
 
To describe how the body responds to stress.
 
To identify what stresses them
 
Introduction-Find out ifthe students know what stress is and do they have stress in
 
their lives.
 
Vocabulary;perspiration,glands,digesting,adrenaline,and chemical. Go over the
 
learning strategy ofguessing the meaning ofwordsfrom the context ofthe words.
 
Task Chain 1-Have a class discussion on whatis stress and what are the causes of
 
stress. Find out whatcauses stress for the students. Make alisting onthe board ofall the
 
causes the students can think ofthat mightcause them stress. Have the students,rate the
 
causes on what would cause high,medium,and low stress.
 
Assessment-Orally go over the list onthe board.
 
Task Chain 2-Give out Focus Sheets 3A,3B,3C&3D on what stress is and how the
 
body responds to stress and how many ofthese signals show up in each ofthe different
 
causes thatthe studentscame up with. Students will work in pairs describing to each
 
other the symptomsofstress. They will use the Stress checklistto check for the right
 
answers.
 
Assessment-Work Sheet3 will be handed outto assess comprehension ofdiscussion on
 
the causes ofstress and the body's responses to stress.
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Communication Challenge-Go over answersto Work Sheet3 and the Stress checklist
 
and review vocabulary. Homework - a one-page paper on WhatStresses Me using the
 
new vocabulary words learned in the lesson.
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Focus Sheet3A
 
Whatdo you think of when you hear the word "stress"? Weil,one thing is
 
certain—there are as many different ideas about stress as there are people

who experience change in their lives. Because stress, quite simply,is the way
 
you react—physically and emotionally—to change.Like change,stress can
 
be either positive or negative. Stress may be the sense of concentration you
 
feel when faced with a new and challenging situation; it may be the vague
 
sense of anxiety you feel after ''one of those days!"In any case, you can learn
 
to manage stress so that you can be in control.
 
%
 
m
 
35
 
o
 
Negative Stress
 
Stress becomes negative when you stay
 
"geared-up''and don't—or can't—relax after
 
meeting the challenge.In today's world, where
 
many situations can"push your buttons," it's
 
no wonder some people tliink of stress as a ^
 
way of life. Unfortimately, when stress be
 
comes a constant,ongoing cycle, your health
 
and well-being can suffer. Negative stress has
 
been linked with many physical ailments—
 
from tension headaches to heart attacks.The
 
good news is that stress needn't be hazardous
 
to your health.You can learn to manage the
 
stress in your life, and you'll be happy that
 
you did!
 
Positive Stress
 
In its positive aspect, stress can help you to
 
concentrate,focus, perform,and can often
 
help you to reach peak efficiency. Many peo

ple,in fact, do their best work when under
 
pressure.Then,when the challenge has been
 
met,they take the time to relax and enjoy
 
tlieir achievements.This relaxation response
 
allows them to build up the physical and emo
 
tional reserves to meet the next challenge,and
 
is one of the key elements of positive stress.
 
Puglizevitch Sc Ryan,1995
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 Focus Sheet3B
 
Whaf causes stress? 
The changes people experience in life can 
cause stress. 
i I 
•*V- 1 
Moviiiy to a New Place 
Moving to a new place can cause stress. You 
miss the family and friends you left behind. 
You have to learn new ways of doing 
things. You might even have to learn a 
new language. 
11 > 
t-J 
i/i• 
i 
Your whole family might feel stress. They 
may have to get new jobs. They may worry 
about money. 
Chamot,etal,1997
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Focus Sheet3C
 
Goiny to a New School
 
Going to a new school can cause stress. You
 
luight worry about whether you will be able
 
to do the schoolwork. You might worry about
 
whether you will make friends. You might
 
worry about whether the other students will
 
like your clothes. If you speak a different
 
language, you may worry whether you will
 
understand the teacher and be able
 
to study in English.
 
The stress in new situations does not have to
 
be negative. You might see such changes as a
 
chance to really do your best. The stress you
 
feel might help you to do this.
 
5ome Common Cousee of Streee
 
Arguifi'j with parente about rules
 
Arguing with brothers or sisters
 
Moving o friendship begin or end
 
Moving trouble with o school subject
 
i!
 
I
 
Make o list of things that
 
hove mode you feel
 
stress. Then put them in
 
order. Write the thing
 
that caused the most
 
stress at the top. Y
 
HEALTH • USE LANGUAGE
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Focus Sheet3D
 
How Your Body
 
Responds to Stress
 
The mouth may feel dry.
 
The heart may beat faster.
 
The lungs may
 
breathe faster.
 
The stomach may
 
speed up or slow down
 
digesting food.
 
Perspiration may
 
appear on the skin.
 
Blood may race
 
through the body.
 
Glands may send a
 
chemical called
 
adrenaline through the
 
body. The chemical gives
 
the body energy.
 
Think About it
 
why would happy
 
feelings cause stress?
 
Why would sod
 
feelings cause stress?
 
Why would problems
 
cause stress?
 
HEALTH • LEARTt LANGUAGE
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Stress Check List
 
Answers Yes/No Remarks
 
1. Physical Reaction(Whatis stress)
 
2. Emotional Reaction(Whatis stress)
 
3. Body Signs(dry mouth)
 
4. Faster HeartBeat
 
5. Faster Breathing
 
6. UpsetStomach
 
7. Perspiration on Skin
 
8. High Blood Pressure
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Worksheets
 
Name
 
Reacting to Stress
 
TOnk ofIhe correct word to cotrtplete each setttence.Then write the word In the oroseword
 
puzzle.
 
Across
 
I _ may send a chemical called
 
adrenaline through the body.
 
3. Perspiration may appear on the
 
5_ moy race through the body.
 
6. The may beat faster.
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Down
 
2. TTte
 
3_ The 

digestion.
 
14. The 

1
 
3
 
5
 
6
 
may breathe faster.
 
may slow down or speed up
 
may feel dry.
 
2
 
4
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Lesson 4-Dealing with Stress
 
Objectives-Toleam whatemotions are pleasantor not.
 
To leam ways to deal with stress.
 
Introduction-Review what was learned aboutstress from the previous lesson and go
 
over the homework on what stresses are in their lives.
 
Vocabulary:angry,excited,nervous,scared, worried,sad,and happy. Go over the
 
learning strategy ofguessing the meaning ofwordsfrom the contextofthe words.
 
Task Chain 1-Introduce emotionsto the class by the use ofthe vocabulary words.
 
Have the students discuss whatemotions are positive and whatemotions are negative in
 
their lives and at what situations they show up and why.
 
Assessment-Work Sheets4&5 will be used to assess ifstudents can comprehend the
 
difference between positive and negative emotions and what situations cause certain
 
emotions.
 
Task Chain2-Go over the waysto deal with stress such as the use oflaughter and
 
breathing exercises. Modelthese exercises for the students and havethem follow. Go
 
over Focus Sheets4A,4B,4C,&4D on stress awareness and how to deal with stress.
 
Assessment-Havethem list, what problems causesthem stress in their own lives and try
 
these stress busters on them. Walk among the students to see ifthey are doing the
 
exercises correctly.
 
Communication Challenge-Review emotions and the ways to cope with stress using
 
the vocabulary words. See ifthe class understands the coping mechanismsfor stress.
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Work Sheet4
 
Name
 
Language Assessment
 
A.Write each word from the box under the picture where it belongs.
 
angry happy eod worried
 
excited nervoue ecored
 
(^)^
 
(- I
 
Pleasant Feelings Unpleasant Feelings
 
B. Draw linesfrom the words to their definitions.
 
Words Definitions
 
1. stress a.the act ofsweating
 
>.
 
c
 
a.
 
2.emotion b.quick in thought or action J
 
■o 
c 
ra 
c 
3.alert 0. any strong feeling | 
£ 
4.perspiration d. a hormone that speeds up the heartbeat §
O 
5.adrenaline > e. strain or pressure chamot, et al., 1997 
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WorkSheet5
 
Name
 
Telling AboutEmotions
 
Read the following situotloris. Imogine whot the person moy feel in eoch situotion. Write o
 
sentence to describe the person'sfeelings. Use mayin eoch sentence. Use the words in the box
 
to describe emotions. 
afraid excited nervous worried 
angry happy sad 
1. Louiso is moving to o new country.She is ieoving her friends
 
behind.She wili notsee them for o very iong time.
 
Louisa may feel sod.
 Q 0
 
2. Hector received o iow grode in moth.He knowsthot his mother
 
wonts him to geto good grode. Hector is sitting on the bocksteps
 
of his house before showing his mother his progress report.
 
3. Mitsu heorsstronge noises in the bock yord.She goes to find her
 
fother.
 
4. Froncesond Isobel procticed for weeks.Todoy ore the tryouts for
 
the school ploy.
 
5. Isobel's report is on the top of her desk. Aiex ond his friends ore
 
fooiing oround,ond they occidentoliy spili water on her report.
 
vj
 
6. Tomorrow Angelo isfiying to Guotemolo to visit her fomiiy. She
 
hosn't Seen her cousins during the post yeor.
 
7. Sondro is going to go to osummer compfor o month.It is the first
 
time she is troveling without her porents.
 
Chamot,et al., 1997
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Focus Sheet4A
 
STRESSmWARENESSil
 
Becoming aware of stress is a two-fold process. First, try to recognize and
 
identify the things in your life that cause you to feel stress. These stressors
 
may be minor hassles, major lifestyle changes, or a combination of both.
 
Then,once you realize what causes your stress, try to focus on how your
 
body feels under stress,for example, you may know that getting caught in
 
RECOGNIZING THEPROBLEM
 
Minor hassles are those daily annoyances
 
that are a part of day-to-day life. Traffic jams,
 
missed buses, lost car keys, and petty dis
 
agreements are rarely earth-shattering events,
 
but their side effects can accumulate. Even
 
these minor irritations can lead to chronic,
 
negative stress and health-lelated problems,so
 
be aware of situations that "get your blood
 
pressure up."
 
Majorchanges are any changes—positive
 
or negative—that affect your lifestyle. Positive
 
clianges, like the birth of a new baby or a pro
 
motion,can be just as stressful as negative
 
changes such as the loss of a loved one or
 
being laid offfrom a job. Most major lifestyle
 
changes require you to adapt to new or un
 
known situations, which in itself can be
 
stressful.
 
Stress overload can occur when you
 
find yourself faced with situations beyond
 
your control that have combined to an unman
 
ageable level. At home or in the workplace,
 
there may be times when you feel pulled in so
 
many directions at once that you're not sure
 
what to deal with first, dry to accept the fact
 
that it's virtually impossible to control all of
 
life's variables.
 
Feeling helpless often results when the
 
cause of your stress is not easily recognizable
 
or manageable. If you(or someone you know)
 
feel as if there's"no way out," or feel over
 
whelmed or depressed,seek out professional
 
help. Your family physician, your employer, or
 
your state and local health agencies can refer
 
you to a specialist who can help you to cope
 
with these feelings.
 
Puglizevitch&Ryan,1995
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Focus Sheet4B
 
traffic is one of your stressors, but do you know Irow your body reacts? Are
 
your muscles tense? Is your heart beating faster? ICnowing your stressors, and
 
listening to what your body can tell you,can help you become aware of your
 
own individual stress reaction. This awareness,in turn,is the fiist step in
 
finding solutions to the problem.
 
FINDING SOLUTIONS
 
Avoiding hassles can help you to elimi­
iiate some of the minor irritations that lead to
 
chronic, negative stress. If rush-hour traffic
 
"drives you up a wall," why not join (or start)a
 
carpool, or try taking public transportation? If
 
rushing to get to work on time makes you
 
anxious, try getting up earlier, or look into tak
 
ing a course in time management.
 
Controlling lifestyle change isn't as ¥i
 
difficult as it may sound. When one aspect of
 
■a -nyour life changes(positively or negatively), do
 
what you can to limit other changes.If you ve
 
become a new parent or started a new career,
 
for example, make an effort to continue doing
 
the things that bring you pleasure—don't

change your entire lifestyle just because one of
 
the variables is different.
 
Take a break when your stressors com 
bine to the "I can't cope" level. Sometimes you
need a little distance from your problems to 
figure out how to deal with situations effec 
tively. Take a few minutes by yourself to calm 
down. Sit down, relax, and then decide what 
needs to be done immediately, what can wait 
until later, and so on. Take it one step at a 
time! 
Finding help is the best solution when you

feel overwhelmed or unable to deal with stress
 
on your own. First, you may wish to see your

doctor wlio can help to rule out any medical
 
reasons for your problem. Then, if no physical

problem exists, consider seeing a professional

counselor who can help you understand your

feelings. Even when you feel "helpless," re
 
member: help is available.
 
Puglizevitch & Ryan, 1995 
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Focus Sheet4C
 
How can you deal
 
with stress?
 
Your room is a mess. You have a math test in
 
two days. Your mother is mad at you because
 
you were late getting home.You feel stressed
 
out. Tliere are many ways to handle too
 
much stress. Here are three ideas.
 
Do breathing exercises.
 
One way of dealing with stress is to relax.
 
This exercise will help you relax.
 
IS'I
 
mmm$ mm
 
1.Sit or lie in a comfortable position.
 
2.Breathe in through your nose us deeply
 
as you can. Count to four while you
 
hold your breath.
 
3.Then breathe out through your mouth.
 
Count to eight.
 
4.Do this exercise three or four times.
 
m
 Chamot,etal,1997
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Focus Sheet4D
 
Make a list.
 
What are your problems? Make a list.
 
Are there problems that you cannot do
 
anything about? Try to forget them.
 
Put the other problems in order. Try to
 
deal with them one at a time.
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Try laughing.
 
Did you know tiiat laughing can help you cut
 
down on stress? Give a big smile and notice
 
how the muscles in your face relax.
 
m
 
Find some jokes
 
; that moke you lough.
 
^ Shore one with o
 
i clossmote. Whot is 4;
 
; his or her respgnse?;A
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Lesson5— Nutrition
 
Objectives-Toknow the differentfood groups.
 
To know whatthe food pyramid is.
 
Introduction —Have students tell whatthey had for their last meal. Write these things on
 
the board.
 
Vocabulary:servings,pyramid,sparingly,and healthy. Go over the learning strategy of
 
guessing the meaning ofwordsfrom the contextofthe words.
 
Task Chain-Go over the food pyramid on the hoard splitting up the pyramid into the
 
differentfood groups and the number ofservings needed each day.Explain the reason for
 
the pyramid and whatthe items are on the bottom on up to the top. Give outFocus
 
Sheets5A,5B,5C,&5D as readings on the food pyramid.
 
Assessment-Have students do a self-evaluation by
 
a. listing everything they ate yesterday
 
h. classify the foods,write them on a blank food guide pyramid
 
c. write the number ofservings ofeach food
 
d. coimtthe number ofservings ofeach food
 
Communication Challenge-Find the results ofthe self-evaluation and review
 
vocabulary words.
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Focus Sheet5A
 
Understand the Food Pyramid
 
Thefood pyramid below can help you choose foods
 
that make up a nutritious diet. Each section of the
 
pyramid Is a food group.The smaller the section,
 
the less of that type offood you should eat. Fat Is In the
 
section at the top, along with sugar. Keep In mind that
 
many types offoods—especially dairy and meat—have
 
some fat or sugar In them.So, no matter what you're
 
eating, think low fat and low sugar.
 
Eat Less Fat and Sugar
 /\
 
Foods like oil, salad dressing, butter, and mar /

garine are high in fat. Soft drinl^s and candies
 
are high in sugar. Chocoiate, cookies, and
 
sweet desserts are high in both.
 
EatSome Dairy and Meat
 
These are foods like milk, yogurt, beef,
 Wis^x
 
fish, and eggs.They are good sources m 
of protein and nutrients, but can be
 
high in fat.
 
■\\ 
Eat More Vegetables
 
and Fruits
 
Vegetables and fruits are LSi.
 
foods like carrots, broccoli,
 m 
apples,and bananas.They
 
are good sources of vita
 
mins, minerals, and
 
"V
 
fiber, and they contain
 
almost no fat.
 
Eat Lots of Starches and Grains 
Starches and grains should be the foundation of your diet. 
They consist of foods like bread, cereal, rice, pasta, and 
beans. They can be especially good sources of fiber, and 
most are naturally low in fat. 
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Focus SheetSB
 
Studystrategy:
 
Classifying
 
When you classify
 
information,you
 
put it into groups.
 
Tliis helps you
 
understand and
 
remember it.
 
Vegetables
 
Bread, cereal,
 
rice, and pasta
 
What's good to eat?
 
What should you eat to stay healthy? You will find
 
out in this section.
 
iiiii
1.
 
Classwork. Name Fats, oils, and sweets
 
the foods in
 
each group.
 
Meat, poultry,
 
fish,dry beans,
Milk,
 
yogurt, eggs,and nuts
 
£Uld
 YOOmT
 
ctieese
 
Fruit
 
The Food Guide Pyramid classifies foods into six groups.
 
To stay healthy, you need to eat foods from each group.
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Focus Sheet5C
 
pairwork. How many servings of food do you need 40percent
 
of ail American

^ly from each group? households
 
eatdinner with
 
the TV or
 
use sparingly
 VCR on. A
 
2-3 servings 2-3 servings
 
2-4 servings
3-5 servings
 
6-11 servings
 
Why do you think the Food Guide Pyramid has the
 
(shape ofa pyramid?
 
I
 
9
 
#•
 
I
 
iClasswork. Your teacher will give you information about
 
fserving sizes. Then measure one serving of a food.
 
IMaterials: measuring cup, tablespoon, sample foods
 
from each group
 
one egg
 
one slice one cup of raw one cup of
 
of bread leafy greens milk one orange
 
These pictures show one serving of different foods. AAA
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Focus Sheet5D
 
Milk, Fats, oils, and sweets
 
yogurt,
 
and Meat, poultry,

cheese
 fish, dry beans,
 
eggs, and nuts
 
V^egetables
 
Fruit
 
Bread, cereal,
 
rice, and pasta
 
Ifl Evaluation Chan
 
Food Number of Not Too
 
Group Servings Enough Enough Much
 
Bread...
 
Vegetables
 
Fmit
 
Milk...
 
Meat...
 
Fats...
 
'm
 
'M
 
On your own. Evaluate your diet.
 
a. List everything you ate yesterday.
 
b. Classify the foods. Write them on a blank
 
Food Guide Pyrcunid.
 itSO­
c. Write the number of servings of each food.
 
E
 Vt» -.j'
d. Count the number of servings in each group.
 
e. Decide if you ate enough, not enough, or
 
too much food from each group. Write
 
your answers in an evaluaiion f-h.arf
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Lesson6— Healthy Diet
 
Objectives-To know whatnutrients do for the hody.
 
Toknow whatthe body needs to stay healthy.
 
Introduction-Review the food pyramid from the previous lesson and introduce the
 
nutrient group.
 
Vocabulary: proteins,carbohydrates,vitamins,minerals,and fats. Go over the learning
 
strategy ofguessing the meaning ofwordsfrom the context ofthe words.
 
Task Chain 1-Go overthe nutrient chart and their functions and whatfoods are good
 
sources ofeach.Have the students listthe nutrient groups and whatfoods are in the
 
group.
 
Proteins-help you grow-fish,eggs,beans,and milk
 
Carbohydrates-gives quick energy-bread,rice,com,fmit,beets,and peas
 
Vitamins-help the body work properly-fruits and vegetables
 
Minerals — help the body work properly-fruits and vegetables
 
Fats-give energy to store-butter,ice cream,sausage,and potato chips
 
Assessment-Give the students Work Sheet6as an assessmenttool to identify different
 
foods and what nutrient groups they represent. Use an oral assessment,to see ifstudents
 
understand the connection between the foods thatthey eat and whattheir bodies need to
 
be healthy.
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Task Chain2- Give them Foeus sheets6A&6B to go over whatehanges are needed for
 
better nutrition and lifestyle. Discuss what changes they can implementinto their lives
 
that would give them better nutrition and a better lifestyle.
 
Assessment-Do work sheet7&8to assess their nutrition and lifestyle
 
Communication Challenge-Review vocabulary words and whatthey represent.
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WorkSheet6
 
Name
 
What's for lunch?
 
Look at the lunclies in the pictures below. Ust the things that are in each lunch. Use all the words
 
in the box.
 
Info Box J
 
2.
 
apple bowl of .
 
tT" ­hamburger con of 
sr
 
hot dog carton of
 
milk gloss of
 
orange juice slice of
 
pizza
 
potato chipo
 
oalad
 
oandwich
 
eoda
 
ooup
 
tacoo
 
3. Jk—\
 
What is your favorite lunch? Write about it.
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Focus Sheet6A
 
Make SmallChanges
 
Makesure you're following food pyramid recom
 
mendations for better nutrition. Below you'll find
 
information about the number of servings you
 
should eat and the amount of water,you should drink.
 
Make selections from the "healthy choices" and avoid
 
foods from the "choices to limit."
 
4Vr
 
ana
 
6-11 SERVINGS/DAY
 
1/2cup or1 slice
 
Why?
 
The ideal fuel for your body, your
 
brain depends on starches and
 
grains. They give you long-lasting
 
energy and lots of nutrients.
 
Healthy Choices
 
Legumes(dried beans and
 
peas),oatmeal, brown rice,
 
whole-grain bread,and starchy
 
vegetables like potatoes and
 
winter squash.
 
Choices to Limit
 
Granola(high in fat), presweet­
ened cereals,trench fries, potato
 
chips, nuts, white breads and
 
rolls, donuts, pastries, and other
 
rich baked goods.
 
and Fruits
 
5-9SERVINGS/DAY
 
1 medium or 1/2 cup
 
Why?
 
Vegetables and fruits are rich in
 
vitamins, minerais, and fiber. Of
 
your five daily servings, try for at
 
least one fruit rich in vitamin C
 
and one dark-green, leafy vegetable.
 
Healthy Choices
 
For vitamin C: cantaloupe,fresh
 
oranges,grapefruit,tomatoes,and
 
bell peppers. For leafy greens:
 
fresh spinach, broccoli, and
 
red-leaf or romaine lettuce.
 
Choices to Limit
 
Overcooked or fried vegetabies;
 
frozen vegetables in cheese or
 
cream sauce;and canned vegeta
 
bles and fruits with sugar added.
 
c?
 
2-3SERVINGS/DAY
 
1cup or 1 ounce
 
Why?
 
Dairy foods contain calcium for
 
strong bones and teeth, as weil
 
as vitamin B2, which converts
 
food into energy you can use.
 
Healthy Choices
 
Nonfat or low-fat milk and yogurt,
 
cottage cheese, buttermilk, and
 
cheese made with skim milk.
 
Choices to Limit
 
Fligh-fat dairy products:cheese,
 
whole milk,cream,cream
 
cheese,sour cream,and ice
 
cream. Limit high-sugar, fruit-

flavored yogurt.
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Focus Sheet6B
 
vy
 
Meat
 
2-3SERVINGS/DAY
 
3ounces
 
Why?
 
Meatcontains aniino acids—the
 
building blocks for growth and
 
repair of all your body's cells.
 
It is rich in iron, B vitamins,
 
and minerals.
 
Healthy Choices
 
Chicken and turkey without
 
skin,fish and shellfish, and lean
 
red meat such as lean beef,
 
pork, or veal.
 
Choices to Limit
 
Fatty red meat(prime rib, filet
 
mignon,spareribs),organ meats,
 
and processed meats such as
 
salami, bologna, hot dogs,
 
and sausage.
 
;-'rrr« 
□GO 
<> 
u o 
Fat and Sugar 
0-3 SERVINGS/DAY 
1teaspoon 
Why?
 
Fat escorts vitamins A, D, E,
 
and K into your bloodstream so
 
your body can use them. Fats
 
are an essential part of every
 
cell. Sugar gives you energy.
 
Healthy Choices 
Olive and canola oils (mono­
unsaturated fats) and corn, saf­
flower, sunflower, and other liquid
vegetable oils (polyunsaturated
fats). Natural sugars in fruits 
and vegetables. 
Choices to Limit 
Butter, lard, palm, and coconut 
oils (found in commercial pastry 
and nondairy creamer) and the 
fat on meats (all saturated fats).
Processed sugar found in cakes, 
candies, pies, and other sweet 
desserts. 
1 What Aboiit-IablelSalt?^rabi^isaiB(spdiuiii^loiidp)ii?;«ye^
? frozendinnersfand;ali:sP®qWiooc)^|(yc!«iS^^
i pressure. As an altemadye^experjiTient withfierbs to up yourfood, And try
I unsalted or low-salt crackers and broadsdcks'fordna^ 'v. . , 
' JWater 
6-8 SERVINGS/DAY 
8 ounces 
Why? 
Water is needed by every cell in 
your body. Water helps your body
digest food, transport nutrients, 
and pass wastes. 
Healthy Choices 
Plain water and any kind of min 
eral water or bottled water fla 
vored with fruit essence. Herbal 
tea without caffeine. 
Choices to Limit 
Sweetened soda, coffee, and 
alcohol don't count as "water." 
In fact, each robs water from 
your body. 
] 
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WorkSheet7
 
Dairy
 
Do you choose whole milk products more
 
often than low-fat ones?
 
□ Yes □ No 
Meat 
Do you eat high-fat meat products, such as 
liamburgers, more often than low-fat ones? 
□ Yes □ No 
low 
fat 
Lifestyle
 
Does your lifestyle make it hard to eat well,
 
because you eat out, travel, or are single?
 
□ Yes □ No 
WA 
Fat 
Do you eat fatty processed food more
 
often than home-cooked meals?
 
□ Yes □ No 
Sugar 
Do you eat more than three or four 
high-sugar foods each week? 
□ Yes □ No 
WA 
pEach'^yes,v'i,targets;an area for,improv-K:' i 
Rifind-lOut:ho^ .on' ' 'M. 
l^fgHpyvl^oui-ganT
Isyou're•J.ntierestedtn;!W you'can 
fe:ai'-rs f r olI- + 
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Work Sheet8
 
Assess Your Nutrition and Lifestyle
 
V Vow do you go about making better nutrition choices for wellness?
|J You've just learned about the food pyramid. Now see how well

riyour eating habits stack up. Use the
 
identify areas where you need to make some changes w
 
foods you're eating or your physical health. And remember: When it
 
clesto nutrition and lifestyle, smaller changes are more likely to last.
 
Vegetables andFruitsStarches and Grains
 
Do you eat fewer than five fruits andDo you choose breads and cereals made
 vegetables every day?
with whileflour over whole-grain foods?
 
□ Yes □ No□ Yes □ No 
g,/^T/VfcAL 
ceREAL 
5c: 
Energy LevelWeight Control 
Have you recently felt too tired orIs weight loss a goal for you? achy to exercise?
□ Yes □ No □ Yes □ No 
9 
<7 
y 
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